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To catch a thief Main Street
Students, faculty urged to
safeguard personal items snags top
10 ranking
2003 when there were 12
burglaries and one robbery.
Professor
Carolyn
While Liberty's crime
Towles applied her lip- statistics are low comstick and returned the pared to other campuses
tube to her purse. It was in the area, Vega knows
nearly 11:20 a.m., almost it could be safer.
time for her advanced,
"We seem to be quite
writing class. She placed safe and low as far as
the purse under the desk incidents go," Vega said,
out of sight and left to "but we could lower it
meet her waiting stu- even more if everybody
dents. She returned an would just use a little
hour later.
common sense."
It wasn't until 4 p.m. as
For example, Vega said
she was readying to leave that students or teachers
that she reached for her who leave their rooms or
purse again. It was gone. offices should ensure
"I put on my lipstick, that their doors are
so I know it was there at locked.
11:15," Towles said. But
Vega also emphasized
her office had been that Liberty is an open
unlocked while she was campus, which means
in class. She called cam- anyone has access to
pus police to report the unlocked buildings.
stolen purse but knew
"I run errands with my

illed with nostalgic themes, historic
architecture and dozens of quaint little shops, the Lynchburg's downtown
displays the character and heart of the community.
There are even national competitions
directed at the virtue of a well-developed
cultural and commercially based downtown.
However, for Lynchburg, the thought of
being recognized for such an award was farfetched just five years ago.
Students arriving at Liberty in 2000 may
recall venturing downtown only to find a
ghost town.
"Downtown was in tatters," said
Lynchburg regional Chamber of Commerce
CEO and President Rex Hammond.
The city recruited Lynch's Landing, a

nothing could be done.

office door opened and one

non-profit

"It's gone," she said
resignedly.
Towles is one of several
teachers and students
who have had personal
property stolen recently
on campus.
Although there are no
crime statistics for this
year,
Detective Sgt.
Joseph Vega of the
•Liberty University Police
Department said he
believes it is similar to

day a couple of weeks ago
(my purse) went missing,"
Dr. Beth Ackerman said.
"They only got $3. The sad
thing is the personal and
sentimental things that I
carried in my purse and the
headache of closing my various accounts and replacing
phones, driver's license, etc.
Perhaps this will encourage
others to lock their doors."

restoration project.
Lynch's Landing hired Terri Proffitt to
pilot the task. In 2003 corporate membership in the initiative tripled and Operation
Clean Sweep revamped downtown's appearance.
In all, over $100 million will be invested
into the revitalization project by the end of
2005. This includes the construction of a
new federal courthouse, a skate park and
the restoration of the Academy of Music.

By Alicia Wotring
COPY EDITOR

By Aja Burden
NEWS REPORTER
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APPLES TO APPLES—The Community Market off of Main Street attracts locals with fresh
fruit and veggies. Below: Customers can purchase household tools at the market.
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Transplant survivor touches hearts
By Joanne Tang
NEWS REPORTER

ADAM BISHOP

SURVIVOR — 81-year-old John Cecil tells the crowd at the Vines Center about

John Cecil wore a yellow sweater last
Monday night, a different sight amid
the screaming waves of red and blue
cheering on the men's basketball team.
He sat back in his chair, watching the
players run back and forth. When the
clock made its final buzz of the half,
John stood up. He walked to the center
of the court with his cane and shared
his story.
It is a tale of two cities, two times
and one extraordinary event. At 81
years-old, John is a walking testament
to the power of medicine. His story is
astonishing because in 1997, at 73

years of age, John underwent a heart hospital, John found out that he would
transplant in a last-ditch effort to save require a heart transplant and that it
was the only way to save his life. The
his life.
In 1982 John and his wife Jeanne bypass surgeries would not work anywere enjoying their life in Syracuse, more and John's condition would
N.Y. One day when John was trout worsen. "By that time, I had no fear,"
fishing, he noticed a pain in his chest. John said.
The Cecil's, who collected antique
Knowing that his father died from a
heart condition, he consulted a med- clocks, were paid a visit from a clockical doctor. It was revealed that his maker friend who was told of John's
condition required a triple bypass sur- condition. The Cecil's listened to their
gery. The procedure seemed to be suc- friend detail a situation regarding the
cessful, until complications arose and clockmaker's mother, who had also
the bypass procedure had to be repeat- needed a heart transplant and had
received it in Charlottesville, at the
ed in 1988.
Once again, things seemed to be bet- University of Virginia Medical Center.
ter until 1995, when John's heart gave
him an ultimatum. Upon entering the
Please see TRANSPLANT, page A3

the heart transplant that saved his life.

Lovetts leave Liberty after
school has been looking for
a new president for two
NEWS REPORTER
years. The chairman had
Dr. Danny Lovett and his seen Danny preach on the
wife, Susan, will embark on Old Time Gospel Hour and
was very interesta new journey,
ed in him. As Dr.
as
Danny
Next
Week:
Jerry
Falwell
becomes
the
announced
in
Dr.
Ergun
Caner
seventh presiconvocation
on
dent
of shares his vision
Feb. 4, Danny has
Tennessee
as the new dean of accepted
the
T e m p l e
the seminary.
position.
"God
University in
confirmed
this
Chattanooga,
decision
in
every
Tenn.
Just three weeks ago, way. It is an adventure. I am
excited," Danny said.
Danny received a call from
the chairman of the Board
of Trustees of ITU. The
Please see LOVETT, page A3

LU students atten d l a r e s t
12 years
§
r
conservative conference
Rove, Ann Coulter, Newt

By Annamarie McCoy

By Julia Seymour

Gingrich and Virginia's own,
Senator George Allen at the
A herd of elephants from all 32nd annual Conservative
Political
over the counA c t i o n
try convened at
Conference or
the
Ronald Get out the vote:
CPAC.
R e a g a n
Students learn how to register
Building and voters at a Leadership
Nearly 40
International
L
i b e r t y
Institute workshop.
Trade Center in
University stuSee page A3
Washington
dents
were
D.C. last weekable to attend
Republican elephants that is.
the conference through the
Thousands of Republicans organization of the Helms
with their elephant parapher- School of Government.
nalia went to D.C. to hear conservative politicians and writPlease see CONFERENCE, page A4
ers like Pat Buchanan, Karl
OPINION EDITOR

ADAM BISIKJI*

JESUS IS WHAT? — Dr. Danny Lovett teaches his evangelism class.
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Whimsy Fat syndrome
A N D RETURNING A COLLEGE DEGREE

Campus East construction
firm files for bankruptcy

li. bauer
By Sara Lesley

Plagued by the "What If My Car Falls
People who shop in groups are at a higher
risk of abusing their purchasing power. Apart Tomorrow" syndrome (in psychology
Entering the opinions of others into the circles, WIM-C-FAT, affectionately termed
equation of whether or not to buy something Whimsy Fat), many of my purchases have
usually means that you will end up at home found themselves in the return aisle. Today,
with countless items you would not have oth- I took a CD back to the store. I bought it yeserwise bought. A person may think to him- terday.
self, "I need to buy shoes." Under neutral
Sometimes I wonder if it is possible to do
circumstances of loneliness, the individual this with my entire four years of college eduwill leave and return with Keds purchased cation. For the first two years, the majority
for $4.28 at the Goodwill, slightly worn but of adults said, "You don't have to worry
still sure-footed.
about what
If a friend
"The word 'graduate'...has been cut you're doing
you
accompanied
and pasted into the 'you're going to after
graduate just
her, the situation would be regret it for the rest of your life if you yet. There's
still time to
altered in the
make the wrong choice'file."
decide." By
red. She might
the third year,
find at the end of
the day with a $110 pair of shoes branded by their after-school special message has
a name that is only pronounceable with a changed to: "Well, you may want to begin
highly developed French accent. In the bag thinking about that." In some evil twist of
next to those, there might be some other fate, some tragic irony, the final fourth year
accessories made of shiny plastic picked up message has become an ominous ringing in
out of the bargain rack at Claire's. Our con- my mind, "Why don't you know yet? It's
sumer would be consumed at last by the pur- almost too late!" The word "graduate,"
chase of other "necessities" such as a year's which was once kept in the "happy thoughts"
supply of make-up and a spatula with a cow file has been cut and pasted into the "you're
going to regret it for the rest of your life if you
for a handle, because it's "cute."
After such an outing, I wonder if perhaps make the wrong choice" file with a carbon
our financially depreciated shopper secretly copy in the refuse bin of anxiety.
But, time cannot be returned. And should
returns all the merchandise. There have
my
car break down tomorrow, I will not be
been many instances where I have personally seen someone buy things knowing they able to afford its repair because there are no
would return them and often with no peer exchanges in life. Some will accuse me of
pressure to buy them in the first place. I having a moral end to this tale or say that I
know people do this. I fear I am becoming might have an Aesopal complex. The truth
is, I don't have a clue what I'm talking about.
one of them.

Creation seminar held tonight
sophical arguments proposed by "scriptural
geologists" during the same time period.
Center for Creation Studies director Dr.
Liberty University's Center for Creation David DeWitt invited the international speakStudies is hosting two seminars by guest er to LU to help increase a corporate awarespeaker Dr. Terry Mortenson of Answers in ness of scientific evidence supporting the
Scriptural accounts of a young earth.
Mortenson will present the
"People perceive that it (the
seminars
"Noah's
Ark:
creation-evolution controverWashing Away Millions of
sy) is a modern phenomena
Years" Tuesday, Feb. 22 in
but the old-age paradigm has
DH 1113 and "The Rocks Cry
been challenged since the late
Out: the Earth is Young"
1700s and early 1800s," said
Thursday, Feb. 24 in Campus
DeWitt.
North 1300. Both seminars
Mortenson also holds a
are free.
Master's of Divinity and has
Mortenson holds a Ph.D. in
served with Campus Crusade
for Christ for more than 25
the history of geology and has
years.
studied and lectured on the
creation-evolution controverMortenson will hold a book
sy since the 1970s.
signing
in the LU Bookstore
DEWITT
According to his Answers in
on Tuesday, Feb. 22 from
4:15 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.
Genesis profile, Mortenson
Mortenson will return to LU in July for the
"began to see the fallacy of the idea of billions
of years of evolution early in his academic 2005 Creation Mega Conference, where he
will lecture on 200 years of Christian comprocareer."
His Ph.D. thesis and latest book, "The Great mise regarding the earth's age.
Turning Point," examines the origins of oldearth geology during the early 1800s and
Contact Angela Franulovich at afranexplores the biblical, geological and philo- ulovich@liberty.edu.
By Angela Franulovich
NEWS REPORTER
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NEWS EDITOR
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The construction firm that built the
apartments on Campus East has now
declared bankruptcy and still owes
money to sub-contractors that
worked on the $21 million project.
Bostic Construction, the builder of
the apartments, entered bankruptcy
court this month with an $87 million
debt to more than 50 creditors.
One of those creditors, Yates
Construction, was a subcontractor
**»»§
that worked on the Campus East
dorms. Now Yates has put three separate liens on the property, the News &
Advance reported last Thursday.
However, Jerry Falwell, Jr,
Liberty's vice chancellor and general
^ > . >
counsel to Jerry Falwell Ministries,
said the liens may not be valid
because Bostic Construction has been
paid in full by the owner of the property.
"Bostic Development at Lynchburg,
MATT TRENT
the owner of the property, advised us
last week that the liens are not valid CONSTRUCTION COMPLETE — Bostic Construction finished the
because Bostic Construction had been Campus East project. The property is owned by another company.
paid in full," Falwell said. Since Bostic
Development at Lynchburg LLC is incorpo- almost finished, and Bostic Development has
rated, the firm is a completely separate enti- already set aside money for a second clubty from Bostic Construction. According to house, the final building on the property.
Falwell, the apartments on Campus East are "Liberty University is very fortunate that the
owned by Bostic Development, a firm that is Campus East project is nearly complete and
that funds have been placed in escrow by the
"financially solid."
Falwell said that Bostic Development at owner to complete the second clubhouse
Lynchburg assured Liberty University that it construction," Falwell added.
paid Bostic Construction in full. "Bostic
The university has a 40-year lease with
Construction apparently did not pay all of its Bostic Development and the option to buy
subcontractors and later filed bankruptcy," the property in five years. "None of Bostic
he added.
Construction's financial problems should
But Falwell said Liberty and Bostic have any impact on Liberty University or the
Development are discussing how payments residents of Campus East," Falwell said.
might be secured for some of the unpaid sub- Both Bostic Construction and Bostic
contractors from Bostic Construction. "We Development at Lynchburg were unavailable
are asking Bostic Development at Lynchburg for comment.
to explore ways to ensure that local sub-contractors are paid, even though there is no
Lesley
Contact
Sara
at
contractual obligation," Falwell said.
sllesley@liberty.edu.
The entire Campus East construction is
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Downtown: Revitalization efforts pay off
Construction in downtown is
expected to last for at least another four years as city lofts are built
In 2003, corporate membership in the over the many storefronts in an
initiative tripled and Operation Clean attempt to promote both business
Sweep revamped downtown's appearance. and residency in the downtown
In all, over $ioo million will be invest- area.
ed into the revitalization project by the Today, downtown Lynchburg is
end of 2005. This includes the construc- already bustling with the pride of
tion of a new federal courthouse, a skate productivity.
park and the restoration of the Academy
A fountain can be seen in the
of Music.
James River shooting water 150
feet into the air,
IV tgl|
making it the tallest
fountain on the
East Coast.
Lynchburg was
named a semi-finalist in the 2005
Great
American
Main
Street
ADAM BISHOP
Awards.
MARKET MADNESS — Residents search for bargains at the Community Market downtown. Lynchburg's Main Street was picked
"I think it's a
great opportunity in the top 10 in the 2005 Great American Main Street Awards.
for
downtown
Lynchburg," said Mary ning. The winners are announced in
Russel, the Lynchburg Baltimore, Md. on May 9 at the National
Director
of Economic Main Street Conference.
Planning and Development.
Ron Jefferson, board president of
Hammond agreed.
Lynch's Landing said, "We are honored to
"It's appropriate that have made it to the semi-final level of the
Lynchburg
is honored competition. We should all celebrate
because of all the planning being chosen as one of the top 10 Main
and hard work that everyone Street Communities in the country."
did," he said.
To date, Manassas and Staunton are the
The 10 semifinalists for only Virginia cities to have won a GAMSA
the Great American Main before. This year Lynchburg is the only
Street Awards were chosen city in Virginia to make the top 10 in the
from a list of 31 applicants.
National Main Street competition.
Five cities will receive the
ADAM BISHOP
ADAM BISHOP
title of Great American Main
Contact Aja Burden at arburden@liberSTROLLING DOWN MAIN — Families enjoy window shoppiing at the new
REVAMPED — The revitalization project for downtown
Street, giving Lynchburg a ty.edu.
shops on Main Street, thanks to the revitalization efforts of the city.
has a price tag of $100 million.
50 percent chance of win-

Continued from page 1

Specialists

Transplant: Cecil raises awareness for organ donors
Continued from page 1

The Cecils contacted UVa's transplant
centers immediately and soon were on
their way for consultation.

ADAM BISHOP

DONOR ADVOCATE—John Cecil challenges the audience at the Vines
Center to become organ donors to save lives
„

"He was older than our traditional
recipient and the reason why we took
him on here was because he was younger
than his age, his mind, his liver and his
kidneys. The only thing that matched his
age was his heart," said John's surgeon,
Dr. James Bergin, the medical director
of heart failure and heart transplant at
UVa Medical Center. "The candidates
over 65, we screen them so tightly so that
very few are candidates for transplant."
"The biggest problem was my age,"
said Cecil. At 73 years-old, the Marine
Corps veteran was of above average
health but it did not disguise the fact that
he was in bigger risk than younger heart
transplant candidates. The Cecils plowed
ahead, however, because as John put it,
"there was no alternative."
They bought a home in Charlottesville
because they needed to stay there in
order to go through testing and to wait
for a heart. They joined support groups
and fellow waiting list members would
sometimes die before receiving a heart.
"It's rather heartbreaking," John said.
"The big risks were that he was going
to die prior to the transplant or that he
would
to
wouiu be
ue non-transplantable
HUii-uanspiaiiiauie due
uue iu

some other process, like infection or a have a lot more survivors" like Cecil if
liver condition," Bergin said.
there were more organ donors.
It took two years for John to finally get
Today, John is an organ donation
the phone call. The fateful day was March advocate and works with LifeNet, a non2, 1997- The heart had come from a 42 profit organization in Virginia dedicated
to registering organ and tissue donors.
year-old man.
"What if a relative needs an organ and
"My heart is 31 years younger than I
am," John said, with sparkling eyes and a there are no donors?" he asked to the
audience at the Vines Center. What he
smile.
The reason why there is such a long aims for is an education program put into
wait for heart transplants is because freshman orientation classes to advocate,
every factor has to match perfectly. The or at least provide, information about
healthiness of the heart, the blood type organ donation.
"I look at my fellow man with different
and size of the heart must match before a
patient is considered a potential recipi- eyes," he said. "I'm far more humble than
ent. The location of the heart is also a fac- I used to be."
While he returns to UVa four times a
tor. As soon as a heart is cleared for harvesting, it must be implanted within a year for testing and checkups, he and his
wife are enjoying a new lease on life.
certain amount of time.
"Four hours is our limit, five hours is John has been able to return to trout
the limit," Bergin said. "We like to have it fishing and has been able to refinish sevin and blood flowing within four hours." eral pieces of antique furniture.
"There are only two things certain in
In order to do that, the candidate that
this
world: death and taxes," John said.
matched all the factors would also have
to be close enough to the place of trans- "I am so lucky I have to pinch myself
plantation in order for the procedure to every morning." After his speech during
halftime, he walks up the stairs to the top
be done.
"The big issue that we are limited by is of the Vines Center and dons a Marine
the lack of donors. We try to make the Corps leather jacket with his name on it.
"I feel like I owe it to someone else," he
world a safe place and people still die,"
Bergin said. "We have young people said.
dying in the hospital that otherwise
Contact Joanne Tang at jtang@liberwould have had long lives and done well
long
term."
He
added
that
"we
would
ty.edu.
mug leiin. nc auucu uicti we nuuiu
ty.euu.

Lovett: Preparing for journey ahead, but leaving a legacy behind
Continued from page 1

Danny will assume the duties of
presidency after graduation this
spring and will be the new pastor
of Highland Park Baptist Church,
which is affiliated with TTU. He
will be teaching evangelism classes as well.
According to TTU's Web site,
Dr. Dave Bouler, pastor of
Highland Park Baptist Church and
the current president of TTU,
Danny will assume the office of
Chancellor to do fund raising and
promotion.
Lovett's presentation to the
Board of Trustees will be at the
May meeting after the graduation
ceremony.
A new slogan has been adopted
for 'ITU according to Danny, "A
strong biblical foundation, a rich
heritage, a promising future, it's a
new day at Tennessee Temple."
In addition, ITU hired Susan as
well. She will have responsibility
over academic administration.
Danny has been at Liberty for 12

aj, ^
e a c h i n g
years. H&
He hhas
been t teaching
Christian Life and Evangelism
classes and in 1996, he became the
dean
of
Liberty
Baptist
Theological Seminary. Dr. Ergun
Caner will take Lovett's place.
"Dr. Caner will take the seminary to another level, he and I
have one side which is bulldog. I
will be looking forward to watching the seminary grow. I am very
excited for him," Danny said.
One student from TTU, Rebekah
Ange is excited about Danny
becoming the new president.
"I strongly believe the entire
student body of Tennessee Temple
will benefit from the coming of Dr.
Lovett. He is a great man of God,
and I cannot wait to see where his
leadership will take our school,"
she said.
Although Danny is excited
about this new journey, he is sad
to leave Liberty.
"I live for my Tuesday and
Thursday classes, I will miss the
students." he said.
Susan said she will miss the fac-

y e a r s

I
ulty.
"We
"We are so close. I1 will miss
praying together," she commented.
Twenty years ago, Danny pastored at Open Door Baptist
Church in Alabama. Through
Friend Day, he began to coin the
phrase "Jesus is awesome."
Danny said it was natural to him
to begin saying that in his evangelism classes when he started to
teach here at Liberty 12 years ago.
Now, everywhere he goes, the
phrase is repeated often to him.
That legacy will live on at
Liberty. Danny and Susan wanted
the chance to say one last goodbye
to Liberty.
"For all the students we have
had the privilege to teach, we love
you very much and encourage you
to keep Jesus first and never forget, 'Jesus is awesome'," they said.

u U y

Contact Annamarie
amccoy@liberty.edu.

McCoy at

"^fijk
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ADAM BISHOP

EVANGELIZE — Dr. Danny Lovett says he first coined the phrase, "Jesus is awesome" 20
years ago. Now, Liberty students repeat it back to him everywhere he goes.
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COMS dedicates master's students work with
Former professor Ann W = P ^ ™ t r - M i t S U n a m i r e l i e f e f f O l t S
Wharton receives honor
in to, can be fully prepared for what
By Aaron Bennett

we're going to see and what we're
going to encounter," said Amy
While many of their peers will be CanneLango, the Associate Dean of
seeking haven on sunny beaches and Women and leader of the South Asia
other tropical locales, three teams of team.
CanneLango, who holds a masters
Liberty University students will
degree
in counseling from the
spend their spring break bringing
Liberty
Theological
Seminary, hopes
hope to those struggling in the afterto
use
her
skills
to
impact
those who
math of December's deadly tsunami
are
dealing
with
the
tragedy.
Over 2.4
disaster.
million
people
have
been
affected
by
The trips, sponsored by the univerthe
tsunamis,
with
approximately
sity's Center for Global Ministries,
seek to impact a world climate that 286,000 dead, according to
many analysts suggest has been International Federation of Red
polarized in recent years by terrorist Cross And Red Crescent Societies'
threats and partisan politics. "This is online fact sheet.
Warner told the story of one of the
the kind of thing that is really worth
investing time and energy to be able team's missionary contacts. There
to help people that really need it," were 92 men who went into the
said Dr. Don
„
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _
mountains to
Fanning, quot"I don't think any of us...can work - a
ed on the CGM
be fully prepared for what
typical
Web site.
day for
According to
we're going to see."
the man
Valerie Warner,
of the vilAmy CanneLango
assistant to Dr.
1 a g e .
Fanning and
ASSOCIATE DEAN OK WOMEN
W h e n
logistical coorthey came
dinator for the
relief trips, each team averages 16-25 home that evening, they found their
members. The teams will travel to entire community gone. The misseparate locations in Asia affected by sionary has worked to build concrete
the disaster. Due to the tense politi- slabs for the men to sleep on, while
cal climate of the selected areas, helping in the long process of
Warner declined to comment on the rebuilding their lives.
exact locations at this time. The three
Amber Wenger, a member of the
teams are currently labeled as the West Asia team, is humbled by the
South, East, and West Asia teams.
opportunity to help those in need.
Though the Center for Global "It's cool to be a part of history," she
Ministries is an evangelistic organi- said. Wenger, an RA on dorm 33-1,
zation, the trips will have the primary had been looking to organize a misfocus of meeting the physical needs sion trip for her hall. With seven
of the people in the affected areas. people from 33-1 signed up for the
Each city was selected because of Tsunami trip, Wenger has met her
strategic contacts the organization goal.
has with missionaries in the area.
In addition to the three spring
Team members will be working side- break trips, there will be two more
by-side with nationals as well as peo- trips occurring this summer. For
ple who have established relation- more information on the summer
ships within the communities.
tsunami relief missions trips, stuThe work that each team will take dents may attend meetings that will
part in will be specific to the area. take place after missions emphasis
However, most will involve construc- week. All of the teams will relate their
tion, medical clinics, and counseling. experiences on the website:
A major concern for the trip's lead- www.luglobal.com.
ers is preparing their teams for the
emotional impact that encountering
Contact Aaron Bennett at jabensuch tragic circumstances may nett@liberty.edu.
involve. "I don't think any of us, in
regards to the circumstances or the
devastation we're going to be going
NEWS REPORTER

people honor you,
especially
people
that know you well."
In addition to the
The
School
of
Communications held a cere- dedication, the facmony to honor one of its past ulty encircled the
pioneers and dedicate new ones graduate students
and prayed for them
to pave the way.
The School held a commemo- and talked to them
"I
rative banquet for its new grad- one-on-one.
uate program last Thursday. would like to see
The lecture series was named in more camaraderie
we
had
honor of Ann Wharton, a for- like
night,"
mer professor and advisor to Thursday
The Liberty Champion. She Wharton said, "it
taught at Liberty for 16 years was nice to sit
KORRY SZERETETTEL
and shaped the journalism pro- around and have
everybody talking." DEDICATED — Fromer professor Ann Wharton thanks the
gram into what it is today.
The guest speaker department for dedicating the lecture series in her name.
"In the early days, she was
journalism," said Dr. Bill of the night was
Terry
Gribbin, the dean of the school author
of communications. "The kids Lindvall, the chair of visual in the program. " Knowledge
who had her will tell you she communication for the College flame is always lit with the glory
put their feet to the fire. She of Communication and the Arts and. grandeur of God," Lindvall
had high standards for her stu- at Regent University. He said.
Dr. Cecil Kramer, the chair of
dents and she held them for encouraged the graduate students and faculty to anchor communications, said that dedherself too."
Wharton said she will treas- themselves in a firm foundation icating the lecture series to
ure this distinction. "It was on the Word of God. "Without a Wharton was a fitting testament
such an honor to have my own foundation on Christ the house to Lindvall's theme for the
colleagues do this for me," she will fall," he said. He also chal- evening. "She is a good role
said. "I can't think of anything lenged everyone to combine model for all of us," Kramer
more touching than to have their faith and what they learn said. "I don't know of anyone
who did more for
Communication
Studies than Ann
Wharton."
Wharton says she
is excited about the
new graduate program. "It's something we've dreamed
of for years and
years," she said. She
said although she is
retired, she still feels
attached
to
the
University. "I do
miss my colleagues
and the interaction
with the students,"
she said. "I was so
blessed to be able to
work at something I
love
so
much.
KORRV SZERETETTEL
There's nothing like
SIGNIFICANT CEREMONY — Dr. Cecil Kramer, the chair of communication studies, speaks at the ceremony it."
Contact Sara Lesley
commemorating the new master's program in communications.
at sllesley@liberty.edu.
By Sara Lesley
NEWS EDITOR

CPAC: Students meet political heroes
Continued from page 1

Smith about his conference experience.
Freshman Julie Tweedy liked the conferStudents from Marietta College, Princeton, ence and especially enjoyed making great
University of Houston, George Washington friends on the trip. "It's refreshing to know
University and others from a myriad of col- that there are many more conservatives out
leges across the U.S. came for the conference. there," Tweedy said.
"It was nice to be surrounded by so many
The Thursday through Saturday conferlike-minded people," said LU senior Travis ence allowed students to hear and meet people from the entire
range of the conservative movement: Reagan
Republicans, Log Cabin
Republicans,
Libertarians,
NeoConservatives
and
more.
Throughout the conference former president Ronald Reagan
was lauded, Democrats
were dissed, with the
notable exception of former Sen. Zell Miller, and
conservatives
were
encouraged to stand
firm for values and ideas
and fight back against
liberalism
Ann Coulter's speech
Friday afternoon was
one of the highest
attended of the conference.
Coulter, a right-wing
polemicist and bestselling author, encouraged those present to
"oppress" liberals.
"Everywhere I look I
see liberals complaining
about being silenced.
JULIA SEYMOUB
Well
they are being
PRESS CONFERENCE — Jean Kirkpatrick of the American Conservative Union
silenced,
but only by my
speaks to the media about the Law of the Sea Pact, a treaty up for a vote.

mute button," Coulter said. "They keep talking about McCarthyism and I say let's give
them some."
At the conclusion of her speech, Coulter
introduced surprise guest, Matt Drudge,
"scourge of the Liberal media" to answer
questions with her, drawing even more
applause from the audience.
"Hearing Ann Coulter and Matt Drudge
speak and answer questions was the best part
of CPAC," said Matt Johnson, LU sophomore.
Among the numerous book signings during the conference were Col. Oliver North
and Democratic former Sen. Zell Miller.
Hundreds stood in line waiting to see Sen.
Miller for over an hour just to be whisked
quickly by as fast as the Senator could sign
his name.
Brian Colas, LU freshman, said that,
"Meeting Zell Miller was the highlight of my
experience at the conference."
Panel discussions and debates arguing
JULIA SEYMOUR
about tax reform, college discrimination, gay SPEAK IT, SPEAKER — Former Speaker of the House
marriage and drug legalization highlighted Newt Gingrich lectures conservatives at CPAC.
the conference promoting differing views of
the same issues and answering questions
from the crowd
matter, 2. Citizens, grassroots and public
Rev. Jesse Lee Peterson, founder of the opinion matter, 3. You have to be willing to
Brotherhood Organization of A New Destiny fight and 4. We need to talk about the issues
(BOND) explained a key difference between we have an advantage on.
conservatives and liberals when he said, "I
Conservatives need to pick fights with the
am proud to be an American." He reminded left on issues they can win because "they are
listeners that liberals are not patriotic. They just better at telling lies than we are at telling
are not proud of their country.
the truth," Gingrich explained.
Along Radio Row, G. Gordon Liddy and
Policy organizations, vendors selling Condi
Phyllis Schlaffly as well as other talk shows 2008 buttons and Republican ties, thinkpersonalities broadcasted from the confer- tanks and publications all exhibited materience.
als, internship information and wares to the
Newt Gingrich, former Speaker of the students and professionals at the conference.
House and author of the new book "Winning
the Future" said that the four lessons of the
Contact Julia Seymour utjuseymuur@libconservative movement were that 1. Ideas erty.edu.
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PAXing in the fun
Concert draws more than just students
isn't just in church hymns." The family
came all the way from Florida for College
for a Weekend. "I think it's very exciting
If you were looking for a multi-cultural and shows diversity," said Holland.
musical event this weekend, the PAX217
She could be seen rocking with parents
concert supplied it. Hip hop, rock, rap, Lori and David Burnette, from Bedford
and even a hint of reggae found its way who also brought two teens for College for
into t h e night's performances. About a Weekend. "We like the same music they
1,500 tickets were sold.
like," joked mom. "Truthfully," said dad,
Eighteen-year-old, D.J. Wise from L.A. "I can't understand a single word, b u t I
opened the show with a sampling of his enjoy the energy."
Brooke Locke and Cari Ramirez, both
turntable skills. He has worked with many
underground groups, the most notable 16, also enjoyed the energy. They came all
the way from Southern California for
being the "Tunnel Rats."
Red Cloud came next and displayed College for a Weekend and to cheer on
incredible rapping talent. He introduced PAX217 drummer Joey Marchiano. "He
his friend of two years, Pigeon J o h n to the used to teach Bible at my church," said
stage. Pigeon J o h n showed his new dance Locke. Ramirez said t h e concert encourto the audience, twisting in such a way as aged her to check out Liberty as a possibilto resemble a flapping pigeon. The dance ity after graduating.
COLT FREEMAN
is not expected to catch on any time soon,
"It takes months of planning for an
PIGEON HOLED — Artists Pigeon John (Left) and Red Cloud perform for the crowd Friday night. DJ. Wise, an 18-yearhowever
Pigeon
John's
comical
personalievent
like this," said Assistant Concert
old musician from L.A., spins beats in the background.
ty and witty lyrics illuminated the show. Coordinator Caleb J o n e s . By the time
His next album, "Pigeon John sings the PAX217 came on stage, the crowd had
Blues" will be available from Syntax thinned out. "Most people left for the
records on March 8.
hockey game b u t we stayed," said Locke.
Pigeon John and Red Cloud played well Despite the smaller audience, the band
off each other's personalities. They hand- played for the remaining crowd. Most of
ed out candy and tossed everything from the songs they performed were from the
free CDs to a can of Red Bull energy drink short album, "Check Your Pulse." Lead
out to the audience. The highlight of the singer David Tosti sported a new look
night was when the audience held up ran- without his dreadlocks. He gave full effort,
dom objects as Red Cloud proceeded to jumping and shouting around the stage, in
free-style (rapping without a script) about spite of being ill. "I was impressed that h e
every object he saw. During the concert stuck it out with a cold," said Liberty senPigeon J o h n exclaimed, "This is the best ior Paul Oakley.
school in America because I see all races,
The night ended with the crowd chanting
ages and styles in the room embracing "We want more!" and "One more song!"
each other and having a good time!"
PAX answered their request with their title
All ages indeed. Children who looked as song "Check Your Pulse."
young as 9 years old could be spotted
"Thank you Liberty for bringing us back!"
amongst the college crowd along with par- said Tosti.
ents. Mother-of-two Lisa Holland brought
her teenagers with her.
Contact Aja Burden at
arburden@liberCOLT FREEMAN
COLT FREEMAN
"We wanted the kids to see that God ty.edu.
CONCERT CRAZIES — Above Left: The weekend concert attracted several CFAWers to the Vines Center. Above Right: 18By Aja Burden
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year-old DJ Wise spins for the audience.

Leadership Institute trains grassroots campaigners
Arlington, Va., and founded by
Morton Blackwell, a Virginia
Republican National Committeeman.
More than 100 Liberty University
Liberty University's new Helms
School of Government, dedicated in students attended the seminar to
honor of Sen. Jesse Helms last train to conduct voter registration
October, is already gearing up to drives throughout Virginia.
impact 2005 political races.
According to Tygh Bailes, executive
Dr.
Ron - ^ ^ — ^ ^ — ^^^~^^^^^^~
director
of
Godwin, the dean
G
r
a
s
s
r
o
o
t
s
"We owe it to our beliefs
of the school of
Programs at The
government, told a to study how to win. What L e a d e r s h i p
group of LU stu- good are our beliefs if we Institute,
the
dents on Feb. 12
strategy has the
can't implement them?" potential to
that Dr. Jerry
Falwell came up
affect victory in
with a strategy to
every race.
Tygh Bailes
EXEtTUVIE DIRECTOR OF GRASSROOTS PROGRAM
affect the outcome
According to
of key political
Bailes, the sucraces by sending student speakers cess of a grass-root campaign rests in
out to Virginia churches to register targeting only a small percentage of
voters on the spot
voters.
Only 24 percent of the population
Godwin was addressing a grassroots training seminar led by The votes, Bailes said. Of those voters, the
Leadership Institute, a strategic polit- percentages who habitually vote
ical training organization based in Democrat or Republican are marginal.
Success
and victory in a
grassroots campaign,
By Angela Franulovich
NEWS REPORTER

Bailes explained, lies in targeting only
three to five percent of the population.
"It doesn't take many voters to
sway an election," he said.
Bailes, who also serves as
Chairman
if
Virginia's
8th
Congressional District Republican
Committee, said that using "political
technology" is an obligation.
Bailes said it was a tragic fallacy to
believe that one candidate or party
can win based solely on how "right"
or reasonable their position or platform may be.
Quoting Blackwell, Bailes said,
"Being right, in the sense of being
philosophically correct, is not sufficient to win."
"We owe it to our beliefs to study
how to win. What good are our beliefs
if we can't implement them?" Bailes
added.
The church voter registration campaign comes at the heels of the
Evangelical Christian impact on
2004 elections.
Godwin stressed that the voter registration drives will be non-partisan
and conducted "to the letter-of-thelaw."
Addressing the partisan issue,
Godwin said that he votes Christian,

ADAM BISHOP

CONSERVATIVE RECRUITMENT—Tygh Bailes, the executive director of Grassroots Programs at
The Leadership Institute, speaks at the voter registration workshop.

not Democrat or Republican.
According to Godwin, the campaign is already underway and will
continue through the end of the
spring semester.
Students who are interested in
helping to make the campaign a success can participate, even if they did
not attend the seminar, by pairing-up

THF

NEIGHBORS

(s/uHi'c (tritffp entrees:
Beef Tips w / Onions • O v e n Fried Chicken • Honey
Baked HTdm • Fried Flounder

Su(e duics

MARKET CAFE

as field support to one of the trained
student speakers, Godwin said.
Anyone interested can contact
David Hart, executive assistant to Dr.
Godwin at dhai-t@liberty.edu
Contact Angela Franulovich at
ajranulovich@liberty.edu.

Salads that Dress
as Well as You*

utcuiAP:

Whipped Potatoes • Green Beans • Sweet Potato
Casserole • Corn Pudding • Cole Slaw • Cinnamon
Apples • Biscuits • Assorted Desserts •
Assorted Beverages
All items offered for one inclusive price
Adults J 12.00 • Children under 12 $6.00 • 2 and under FREE

Private rooms available for Wedding Receptions,
Rehearsal Dinners, Birthday Dinners a n d Business
Retreats.
Separate Menus Available

A :
to

t$

A

F r o m h o m e m a d e pastries and g o u r m e t coffee at breakfast, to superb salads with h o m e m a d e
dressing at lunch, a n d fully prepared g o u r m e t meals at dinner, we never take shortcuts
at the Neighbors M a r k e t Cafe in the W y n d h u r s t T o w n Center. Every h a n d r p r e p a r e d
meal is restaurant quality, w h e t h e r you stay here a n d eat by the fire or take o u r food out.

r^r -1

Hm: 7ltp Sat 4.-M 9.-00 I'M
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/
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GOURMET ON THE GO — WYNDHURST TOWN CENTER
Monday to Saturday 8AM-7PM • 112 Tradewynd Drive
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Opinion

"I see it (cheating) as basically survival
you need to do to get by."

and what

JENNIFER, ABC INTERN
AIIC REPORT "BIO CttBATS ON CAMPUS"

Cheating yourself
Education is not earned when students plagiarize
Anyone who has taken
GNED 101 with Lew Weider has probably heard the
same warnings against plagiarism that I did. Anyone
who has taken a public relations or writing class with
Deborah Huff probably sat
in on a class discussion
about what constitutes plagiarism
and how to avoid it,
jasonpope
just as I did. Stories of dishonesty and fabrication are even in our news as reporters are
getting caught in unethical behavior. In fact, it seems almost
impossible to exist today, especially in our collegiate environment, without hearing about the great problem of plagiarism and dishonesty. But is it really that common of a problem? ABC's John Stossel thinks so.
Stossel recently presented his report, "Big Cheats on Campus," discussing the problem ofcheating and revealing a few
cases of it. In this report he said that though most surveyed
students will tell you cheating is wrong, the majority of them
still admit to at least cheating once while in school.
Those interviewed in Stossel's report had some pretty disturbing things to say about the cheating they had been
involved in. One student said, "Is it worth my time to go
research and find information on a topic that I'm not interested in? It's not worth my time. So I paid somebody else to
doit."
If the purpose of every college writing assignment was to
allow the student to relish in his area of interest, this guy's
statement may hold some validity and help to better explain
his apparent laziness. However, because most writing assign-

ments I know of are meant to advance the student in writing,
research and though organizing skills, his defense means
nothing to me. As it is, he learned none of these things.
Pious attitudes about the importance of one's time have
never been attractive, but especially in self-defense of dishonest behavior. If the required workload for a degree does
not appeal to the student, I would suggest either acquiring
some discipline and getting over it or trading college for a
new, more appealing goal.
Stossel also wrote that an ABC intern named Jennifer
spoke up about her own actions of plagiarizing while in
school. As the report notes, Jennifer copied sections of text
from other sources and tried to pass it off as her own. Stossel
wrote, "Her professor thought phrases in her paper sounded
familiar, so he did a search on Google and found they came
verbatim from sources on the Internet. He gave Jennifer an
"F."
Failing grades and threats of expulsion have not been
enough to curb her view of the acceptability ofcheating. She
said, "I see it as basically survival and what you need to do to
get by."
If lying, cheating and deceiving is your idea of survival,
than you died a long time ago. How can someone believe that
in order to make it through college, students have to submit
themselves to violations of academic dishonesty policies? It's
a lie. But what if some types of cheating are not in direct violation of a school's plagiarism code?
As Stossel points out, some students turn to online services to purchase research papers, and then turn them in as
their own work. Anna Popielarz, the owner of one such establishment, will not believe that she is a catalyst for cheating.
Rather, she said that her customers, "don't have to turn the
paper in as their own. They can just use it as the model paper.

... You can't really blame me for students cheating."
Interestingly enough, Popielarz takes dishonesty to such
a level that she cannot even keep her own story straight. Stossel writes, "She says the papers she sells will not be caught by
plagiarism software." If Popielarz is so concerned with her
products having some sort of run in with plagiarism detection software, then she is obviously assuming that they will
be used in a dishonest manner.
Popielarz's comment exemplifies the type of deceptive
loopholes that are so easy to fall into once truth and honesty
take a back seat. Just because you have an organized business, refuse to directly tell students to cheat and get paid for
your service does not mean that what you are doing is OK.
Unfortunately, many in our society are turning their backs
on sound, ethical reasoning and becoming increasing thirsty
for legislation, collegiate and otherwise, to dictate how they
should behave. If academic dishonesty policies do not list
their cheating style specifically, then an attempt is made to
justify it. As far as I can tell, the plagiarism code in the Liberty Way does not outwardly condemn the outsourcing of
your homework to the "professionals." And even if it did, it
would not matter because ethical standards and honesty
exist irrespective of any manmade, printed codes.
People all over this campus and the world are conquering,
achieving and earning every day. And they don't do it by
applying themselves to a cheater's template, but to honesty,
integrity and the rightful pride that comes from
unashamedly writing your name on work you produced. Just
as thieves don't earn what they steal, cheaters are not earning an education.
Contact Jason Pope atjdpope@liberty.edu.

,1ON O'NEAL

o | O O O k U O I D o y°u Plan t o watch the Oscars, why or why not?

"No, because 1 don't have a
TV and Liberty might not
allow it."

-Venosh Maraj, Soph.
Trinidad and Tobago

"I will probably not watch
the Oscars. I have more fun
things to do, like pay bills."

-Peter Hall, Sr.
Andover, Ohio

"Yes, because I love movies , "I probably won't see the
and want to see who will be Oscars because I typically
don't have time for much
number one."
television."
—Mariamawit Mekonnen,
Jr.
—Kerianne Rice, Sr.
Arlington, Va.
San Diego, Calif.

"I'll probably have to catch
what I can off the TV
screens at work, it would be
fun if I could though."
-Ryan Massey, Sr.
Los Angeles, Calif.

"No; 1 don't care that
much."

—Artea Ambrose, Fr.
Winchester, Va. A„AM mm
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Commentary

Tackling the problems of immigration policy
The INS estimates that
there are about 7 million illegal immigrants in the United
States as of 2000. Seven million families that have fled
their homes in order to search
for a better life in America,
and who could blame them?
These immigrants are mostly
from Mexico, Cuba, and Haiti
where they were living under
robertsisk
corrupt political leaders who
suppressed them and their rights.
On the other side, many Americans do not want the immigrants in America. According to the Wall street Journal, 72
percent of Americans believe that immigration is out of control
and causing Americans to lose jobs. You can pay an immigrant
half of what you pay an American and get double the work.
Landscaping, construction and farming has been largely taken
over by immigrants looking for an opportunity.
As Americans we are posed with a serious problem. Do we
disregard that these immigrants are people too, who are looking for their own piece of the American dream, or do we allow

A critic to this plan would argue that more immigrants
them to stay and open our borders only to lose millions of jobs
that belong to American citizens? It almost seems that it is a would come into America instead of revolting. This of course
no-win situation. Just the cost alone of keeping immigrants is a strong possibility, but the money we saved by cutting
out of America would make taxes skyrocket, but we cannot funds to the government would allow America to be able to
afford the rush of immigrants. This would also be a lot cheapafford to lose any more jobs either.
Maybe it is time that we try a new approach to this prob- er than creating a larger border patrol.
lem. Instead of putting walls up all
This plan is in no way fool proof and
around the country or opening our bor- •—""~~-"™-"—^~" ~~""—-—""*"*" I am pretty sure that many of you that
ders we should try making their native
are reading this are asking yourself if I
"Just the cost alone of have forgotten how to think practically.
countries better. The corrupt leaders of
their countries continually misuse the keeping immigrants
out But the point is there are more then two
money that is appropriated to them by
to solve our current immigration
make ways
the United States to gain more power. I of America would
problem. America was founded on the
propose that we cut all money off to
taxes
skyrocket."
principle that all men were endowed
these leaders and make them collect
with certain rights. It is clear that these
money internally. These leaders would
immigrants' rights have been denied,
be forced to raise taxes in order to support that lavish lifestyle but our country is not large enough to be a safe haven for all.
causing the native people to grow angry. After a few years of Instead we need to make their countries better and equip
heavy taxation the people would revolt and overturn the cur- them with the knowledge to do it. My plan may be crazy, and
rent ruler. After the ruler is overturned, many immigrants may not work, but at least I have realized that there might be
who live in America and have been educated in our schools more options out there. It is time that we stop thinking of
would return to make money and set up a new government in every issue as a two sided controversy.
the now free nation.
Contact Robert Sisk at rjsisk@liberty.edu.

Defeated: Delegate fails to ban undie exposure
What do you get when you
helped make the community
add a moral city delegate, a
a better and cleaner place for
controversial but menial law
its inhabitants.
and people who choose to
Men's saggy pants and
show the world what kind of
women's low-rise jeans have
underwear they have on for
made underwear showing
the day? You have on your
inevitable. But how many
hands the mess that
people really want to see
Democratic Delegate Algie T.
men's boxers and women's
Howell Jr. must deal with
more revealing garments?
after proposing to clean up rachelrustay
People who rail against the
the people of Norfolk.
new plan argue that maybe
The proposal has reached all over the the underwear exhibitionist has just lost
world and has even made it to late night tel- weight or had to wear hand-me-downs. This
evision, where Jay Leno mercilessly made argument might be legitimate in a small perjokes about the now defeated underwear law. centage of instances it does not hold up for
After a month of debate, the underwear the majority of society.
law was turned down. Howell proposed legWherever you look in magazines and teleislation that would impose a fine to anyone vision, actresses and models wear clothes that
that "exposes his below-waist undergarments are indecent and even sometimes trashy. The
in an offensive manner." The small $50 fine public sees this and wants to emulate this in
would be given by city police who spotted their everyday clothes. For women, tight, lowoffending people. All over the state people are cut shirts, short skirts and yes, the low-rise
crying foul, but I want to know what the big jeans are worn every day. Men, trying to be
deal is. The bill, if used properly would have like their favorite rapper, or just settling to be

A GERMAN %oo WAS UNDER PROTEST W GAY
RIGHTS GROUPS WHEN I T ANNOUNCED PUNS
To INTEGRATE A GROUP OF FEMAU PENGUINS
WITH A GROUP OF AUEGEDLy GM MALE
PENGUINS.

JONATHAN PARWSH

LISTEN UP!
IT'S YOUR TURN TO DECIDE

• Hunter S. Thompson, author of
"Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas" and
others, committed suicide Sunday
evening in his home according to the
Denver Post Web site. Thompson was
the inventor of a unique first person
journalistic style referred to as gonzo
journalism. The style is grounded in fact
, but is so descriptive it reads like fiction.
• Doug Wead, author of the new book
"The Raising of a President," secretly
taped hours worth of phone conversation
with President Bush beginning in 1998,
ABCNews.com reported.Wead said he
taped Bush to preserve an accurate view
of history. The Washington Post Web site
reported that the White House has
responded by saying that Bush was
unaware of being recorded, but did not
deny the "authenticity" of the tapes.
• Former Presidents Clinton and Bush
are in Asia this week touring the tsunami
devastated areas. They have told people
affected that they will continue to urge

- -

Americans to contribute funds to the
clean up, but also explained that
Americans wish to know that their
money is reaching the people and not
going to waste, CNN.com reported.
• The European Union constitution
has been voted on and passed by Spain
according to the International Herald
Tribune. While the legislation still needs
to be ratified by the Parliament, about 76
percent of Spanish voters approved the
constitution.
• As the Supreme Court returns to
session next week, Chief Justice
Rehnquist will be absent from the two
weeks of oral arguments that kick off the
term reported CNN.com.
• A recently released study by the
National Institutes of Health links pollution in an urban environment to chromosomal damage of unborn babies. The
study of 60 newborns of NYC mothers
was done to determine the susceptibility
of babies to cancers and disease from pollution before birth.
• On Monday, Israel released 500
Palestinian prisoners in a gesture of
peace the NYTImes.com reported.

a thug, wear pants two sizes too big and priately dressed adults. Who can say that this
everything else baggy. In my mind, nothing is not a positive thing?
says trashy better than underwear peeking
Despite the success Virginia Beach has
out of a person's pants.
seen with their moral clean up Howell's bill
Yes, sometimes people's underwear inad- was defeated and is not likely to be reintrovertently shows while sitting or bending over, duced. Although this can only do good for the
but only a small percentage of the time is this community, the public sentiment towards his
plan was almost nondone without
the
——————— existent.
knowledge of the wear'
er.
What happened to
"The bill, if used
the public that just
In other Virginia
voted for a president
cities, steps have been
properly, would have
because of his good
made to undergo a
helped make the
morals and values?
morality clean up. On
What
happened to the
the Virginia Beach community
a better and
days where people
Boardwalk, prominent
cleaner place for its
cared about what was
signs now hang telling
and was not showing? It
tourists and Virginia
inhabitants."
is time for people to
Beach citizens that lewd
conduct is against the law. Swearing, loud stand up for what is right and moral with or
music and inappropriate clothing are no without legislation. It is time to cover up what
longer allowed on the boardwalk and most does not need to be seen in public, your
shocking of all it is being enforced. Children underwear.
are now able to walk down 17th Street withContact Rachel Rustay at rachelrusout hearing curse words and seeing inappro- tay@yahoo.com.

No retreat: Staying strong
in the gay marriage debate
forum for the communication
In the Fall of 2004, Dean
of our values gives the percepDouglas Cook from Regent
tion that we know what we
University School of Law
stand for, and will not back
offered a solution to a dilemma
down.
with no end in sight. Cook proposed that as a solution to the
A second point Christians
issue of homosexual marriage,
must consider is that from the
the state should relinquish the
perspective of evangelism it is
power to grant marriage
much harder for a world that
licenses. However, it is pertiis relativistic to accept a necnent to note that Cook did davidernest
essary implication of the
articulate that this is not the
Christian worldview: the exisposition of Regent School of Law, just his own. tence of objective truth. This is true with
Although still in development and still gaining many issues, but uniquely so with homosexground, this idea would effectually mean that ual marriage given the recent actions of some
the standard for marriage would be left to the parts of the Episcopal church in giving in to
individual, a premise with greater implications the gay community. When reaching a homothan can be seen on the surface.
sexual in a society where the norm is inclusive
of same-sex union including certain
In recent months I have heard this libertarChristian
denominations, how much more
ian view expressed in several journal articles, a
radical
does
the true Christianity then seem?
sign that this idea may be gaining strength.
However, I feel that a withdrawal from this Such a course of action would alienate
issue may ultimately hurt the cause for which Christianity making outreach far tougher a
Christians stand because if Christians univer- task than it otherwise would be. Because of
sally decided to pull out of the gay marriage the unwillingness of some Christians to fight
debate, it would largely be considered a con- against gay marriage, the rest of us must
cession by our opponents and a step out of remain in the fight and stand for real
society back into the church. For years we have Christian principles.
fought to protect the sanctity of marriage in the
Third and most importantly, a withdrawal
courts, and a move like the one proposed from the marriage debate would only serve to
would render that work moot.
further the ideologies with which conservaWhen it comes to the gay marriage debate, tives are constantly combating. If the state
it does give conservatives one thing: a forum. stops issuing marriage licenses, any person
If the government gives over its right to issue can claim marriage to anyone or anything.
licenses, the public _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _
Matrimony in American
society becomes whatevdebate is then over. I
er the person engaged in
believe we have a duty to
"Because of the
it makes it out to be. Do
tell it like it is, as do most
unwillingness of
we really want relawho would read this. As
tivism and postmodernilong as gay marriage
some...the rest of us
to further its subtle
remains in the spotlight,
must remain in the fight ty
grasp on our ideologies
conservative representaand stand for real
as a nation? I think not.
tives, clergy, and courts
And
while I sympathize
making judicial deciChristian
principles."
with the many who
sions without reinterbelieve that the governpreting the law to please
themselves (although increasingly fewer of ment exercises more power than it ought, this
those) have the power and the responsibility is one area where it is to our advantage as
to make their positions known, and advocate Christians and as Americans who value objecon our behalf. If conservatives are going to tive truth.
gain footholds in issues of right and wrong, we
Contact David Ernest at dwernest@liberneed to step forward, not recoil. A public ty.edu.
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Theft: Keep items locked up
Safety Tips:
Detective Sgt. Joseph Vega of the Liberty
University Police Department recommends the following actions to protect personal property.
1. When leaving your office or dorm room, lock
your doors.
2. If leaving a valuable item in the car, place it in
the trunk out of sight and lock the car.
3. Record the serial number, make and model of
expensive/important equipment such as laptops,
palm pilots or video cameras.
4. Inscribe your driver's license number on expensive/important equipment. (Do not inscribe your
social security number, as that could lead to identity theft.)
Anyone who knows any information about stolen
items can contact LUPD at 582-7641.

Continued from page 1

Vega said he has seen students
leaving for convocation or classes
and the door to their dorm room is
Towles said the most frustrating open or unlocked. Vega said there
thing for her since her purse was have been incidents of items being
stolen is getting by without her removed from dorm rooms and
unlocked cars.
keys.
Since Liberty is an open campus,
"If they'd just give me my keys
back," Towles said. "My mother's if someone gets on the hall, either
key to her house in Texas is on by another student letting him or
there and I just don't want to tell her in or propping open the outer
her. She'll yell at me," she said with door, the stranger has access to
everything in an unlocked room,
a laugh.
As for the police, they want to including TVs, stereos, laptops or
encourage students and teachers to video game equipment.
"We don't have anything really to
be more careful about their personbe alarmed about, but it is an open
al property.
"I come from a place where campus," Vega said. "Anybody can
everything has to be locked up and just walk on, and there's always
tied down," Vega, who is originally that potential that maybe an outfrom New York City, said. "People sider (is) looking to commit a crime
are under that false impression that of opportunity."
Contact Alicia Wotring at
it's completely safe here, and it's
aawotring@liberty.edu.
not. It's not safe anywhere."

ADAM BISHOP

PROTECT YOUR PURSE — Personal belongingsleft unattended in the
computer lab are easy prey for thieves.

Now,
there's no charge
for incoming calls.

T^USCeUular
connect with

you:

Unlimited CALL ME Minutes are not deducted from packaged minutes and are only available in the local calling area. Unlimited Night and Weekend Minutes valid Monday through Friday 9 p.m. to 5:59 a m and all day Saturday and Sunday.
Night and Weekend minutes are available in local calling area Local calling area differs fiom regional calling area. See map and rate slieet for details. Mobile Messaging - a charge of $.10 pei outgoing message applies it no messaging package
is selected or existing package limit is exceeded. Picture Messaging requires U.S. Cellular-approved phone and usage plan. Offei valid on two year consumer service agreement onlocal and regional plans of $39 95 or higher All seivice auieemenls
subject to an early termination tee. Credit approval required. $30 activation tee. $15 equipment change fee. Roaming charges, fees, surcharges, overage charges an taxes apply. $0.55 Fedeial and Other Regulatory charge applies. This Is not a
tax or government required charge. Local netwoik coverage and.reliability may vary. Usage rounded up to the next lull minute. Use of seivice constitutes acceptance of oui terms and conditions. Otlier restrictions apply See stare Im details t iimted
time offer ©2005 US Cellular Corporation.

Softball Previa

The Bottom Line
The Lady Flames are Pat Doney gives
looking to freshman his opinion about
contributes to be what's wrong with
competitive in the the NHL and how
to fix it.
upcoming season.
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Basketball "breaks' Coastal's heart
By Andrew Stevens
SPORTS REPORTER „

MATT TRENT

NICE FINISH—Senior Glyn Turner lays the ball into the basket in the first quarter of the Flames victory over
Coastal Carolina. Turner had 11 points and five rebounds in the win over the Chanticleers.

Liberty's men's basketball team did some
heart breaking on Valentine's Day as the Flames
rallied to defeat Coastal Carolina 72-68 at the
Vines Center. The Flames overcame a halftime
deficit for thefifthtime in nine conference games
this season.
The Chanticleers used the three-point shot
early and often in thefirsthalf, as they went 7-of12 from beyond the arc in the opening period. A
three-point basket by Colin Stevens with 9:52 left
in the half gave Coastal a 24-18 lead. The Chanticleers would push dieir lead to as much as eight
before eventually taking a 36-31 lead in to the
locker room for halftime.
"I think our guys had great energy to start,"
said Coastal Head Coach Pete Strickland. "We
have good shooters. We got some open looks. It
looked like the crowd was down. It looked like
maybe there was something else going on on
campus here tonight so that was to our liking in
that regard. Our guys were ready to. play. I think it
was the readiness, we were definitely ready to
play."
"I told our guys before the game you are going
to take Coastal Carolina's best shot tonight," said
Liberty Head Coach Randy Dunton. "Early on
they hit six of theirfirstseven three's and they hit
seven three's in their first 18 possessions. After
that they hit two the rest of me game. Give a lot of
credit to our perimeter players for locking in and
not letting their kids get their feet set and doing a
tremendous job defensively of trying to force
things inside the arc instead of letting guys be
comfortable outside the arc."
"We felt like we were playing decent defense,
but they were just making tough shots," said
sophomore David Dees. "If you can continue to
make teams take tough shots and contest shots in
your place, eventually you feel like they are going
to start missing."
The Chanticleers would push their lead to 10

points over the first few minutes of the second
half. However, the Flames would go on one of a
patented second half run as they scored nine
unanswered points, capped off by a Doug Stewart
three-pointer at the 13:05 mark.
"That run made us play a little bit too fast," said
Strickland. "Stewart's shot was big and we kind of
tried to rev it up and come back and get one right
away when there was no need to do that. All we
needed to do was get back to playing some
defense and continue to get the shots we wanted.
So, I thought we played a little bit too fast."
The Flames would get a huge spark a few minutes later as David Dees willed his way back on to
the court after leaving the game with an ankle
injury. Dees was fouled hard on a play around die
midway point of me second half and would head
for the locker room having already scored 20
points.
Dees returned to the court to a round of
applause and he immediately had an impact on
the game. With 3:36 left in the contest, Dees, who
was basically playing on one leg, took a pass from
Brian Woodson and proceeded to make a lay-up
and get fouled. Dees converted on the free-throw
attempt to give the Flames a 62-60 lead. Coastal
would continue to battle over the remaining few
minutes of me game, but Liberty held on to secure
a key Big South win.
"I did not know if David was going to come
back," said Dunton. "When he went over to the
bench and sat down, I went over and said 'If you
can find your way back to the court, do not be
afraid to do it.' I knew that he was a tremendous
mismatch for them to handle."
"I was just happy to see Dees come back
because I knew we were going to need him to pull
this one out, and if we want to win a championship," said freshman Evan Risher. "So I was
real, real happy he came back. He is a big part of
our team."
Please see HERTBREAKERS, page B3

Going beyond the court
Larry Blair uses discipline and hard
work to dominate baseketball and life
By Brian Chidester

attributes of their standout
player, their comments will
Most elite players within not extend themselves to
an NCAA basketball team attributes outside the basketcould not tell you the names ball court. However, getting
of the team managers. Some Coach Randy Dunton to
probably couldn't even name comment about Blair's aththeir teammates past the four letic qualities was like pulling
others that join them in the teeth. The coach was more
jump ball circle. But Liberty's interested in describing the
Larry Blair is not the typical player that graced the cover
of last March's "Sports Illussuperstar.
trated"
as an "unbelievable
Typically, when someone
human
being."
Even when he
asks a coach to describe the
SPORTS REPORTER

finally opened up about
Blair's basketball traits, he
would merely say what
makes him great is that "he
has accomplished all he has
and is still getting better
because he is always working
hard."
Perhaps his "blue-collar"
ethic became shaped while
completing his junior and
senior years of prep school at
Camden Military Academy.
While most of his friends in

his hometown of Charlotte,
N.C., were smacking their
alarm clock snooze bar, he
had already cleaned his
room, finished breakfast, and
was in class studying. However, unlike the usual adolescents sent to these schools
because of misbehavior,
Larry made the decision himself to attend the academy
because he had aspirations of
going to college.
Please see SUPERSTAR, page B3

ADAM BISHOP

RISING SUPERSTAR— Larry Blair used his dedication to being successful in making a very quick transition into the Liberty University
basketball program. He is currently averaging 16 points and five
rebounds a game for the Flames.

Baseball still perfect with wins over Hofstra
collegiate at bat. Junior Phillip Laurent was
then walked by the Old Dominion pitcher, and
SPORTS REPORTER
then earned a spot on third base after Monarch
shortstop Jesse Schoendienst misplayed a
Following a lengthy and productive offseagrounder by Jeff Brown. Carlos Garcia earned
son, the Flame's much anticipated start to their
an RBI by bringing home Laurent. Chad Miller
seasonfinallycame against the Old Dominion
finished thefirstinning scoring by singling
Monarchs.
home two more Flames.
"We're looking forward to this season. Our
Liberty increased their lead to 7-4 in me sixth
guys worked extremely hard in the fall and I've
inning as Michael Just doubled to open the
really been impressed wfth their work ethic,"
inning. Just scored off Laurent's single later in
said Head Coach Matt Royer.
the inning.
Offensively, Liberty started mefirstinning
Old Dominion brought the score within one
withfiveruns en route to their 7-6 win. Defenrun in the seventh inning as Gregula singled up
sively, led by pitchers Michael Solbach, Chris
the middle wim two outs. In doing so, he earned
Zuvich and David Bechtold, the Flames never
two RBI by bringing in two teammates on base.
gave up more than two runs in any inning.
However, in the ninth, Old Dominion's rally
Zuvich managed four innings of relief and in
was ended after Flames pitcher Bechtold got
doing so, earned the win. He allowed two runs
Gregula to ground out tofirstbaseman Grion four hits and struck outfiveafter reprieving
jalava for the save.
starter Solbach. Hefinishedtiireeinnings,
allowing four runs onfivehits and struck out
The starting pitcher for the Monarchs, Needfour Monarchs. Bechtold earned the save by fin- ham Jones, almost got through six innings
ishing me last two innings. He allowed only two before being pulled out before metiiirdout of
hits and held Old Dominion scoreless while
the inning. He allowed eight hits and seven runs
striking out two batters.
while striking out three Flames in a losing effort.
MAITTRI;NI'
Offensively, Liberty jumped on the scorePAINTING THE CORNERS—Chris Zuvich was more than impressive in the 2005
board in thefirstas Aaron Grijalava struck a
Please see BASEBALL, page B3 season opener against Old Dominion. He struck out five in four innings of work.
solo home run over the rightfieldwall in his first
By Brian Chidester
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Life
At

Liberty
Men's B ball
@ Asheville,
Thur. 7 p.m.

Women's B-ball
vs. High Point,
Sat. 2 p.m.

Baseball
• • ' • • 11 IHIil

mmmmi mum •

i

vs. Bucknell,
Sat./Sun. 1 p.m.
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W o m e n ' s b a s k e t b a l l : Lady Flames

Bottom

win 55th consecutive Big South conference game
By Patrick Doney

After months and months of dispute, it is finally official:
the NHL 2005 season is cancelled. That would make me sad
if it sincerely disappointed more than five people. Literally,
I think there might befiveor six (on a good day) people that
really care that an entire season is being cancelled for the
first time in the history of North American sports. That is
what Tom Hanks would have called "a problem" in the
movie Apollo 13.
So, I've gone out of my way to fix the NHL in this column.
Call Gary Bettman right now and tell him that all of the solutions to his problems lie right here, on this very black and
white piece of newspaper. Let me begin...
Let's begin by adding an entertaining face to the front of
the organization (well call him Vince McMahon) and then
he set up some new guidelines to increase and intensify
what fans really like about hockey and took it the extreme.
He could add neon uniforms, maybe set up random speed
bumps on the ice to add some effect. You get the drift.
There are all types of possibilities to improve the sport.
Picture this with me: two huge hockey players decide that
they are going to brawl, and out of nowhere a steel cage
drops down and surrounds the two of them on the ice! It's
likeWWIce! Are you kidding me? You're telling me people
wouldn't watch this?
One of the more interesting parts of hockey is the power
play. We have two options for improvement here: 1)
Replace the nice, clear penalty boxes with the ungodly
invention that is port-o-johns. 2) Or, players could continue
play without their skates, just for the pure comedy of watching them fall everywhere on the ice (I've decided that there
is probably nothing funnier than an oversized Canadian
man frustrated because he is slipping on ice while screaming, "Eh!").
The real solution to the problem in the NHL comes down
to the one item that most lockouts have in common: money.
So, copying the one good idea of Mr. McMahon and his
abysmal XFL, players should not get paid for losing. Give
them a base salary more like a real job, and give them
"bonuses" for each win their team produces. The better the
player, the higher the bonus. It sounds cutthroat, but let me
explain.
Think about the Roman gladiators. Now there is some
motivation. Fight hard or never fight again. This isn't as
brutal and I'm not suggesting anything close to as much.
But think about it. The one thing that is hurting professional sports the most today is the lack of 'love for the game,"
and the pursuit of lots and lots of Benjamins. If players are
going to be greedy, then why not benefit from that selfishness? If you work for an insurance company and land a big
pitch, don't you get commission of that profit? This is the
same concept.
Does anyone not think that the New England Patriots
players don't deserve a bigger paycheck than the San
Francisco 49ers terrible excuse for a franchise this season?
It makes perfect sense to me. Pay the players for succeeding; punish them for failing. It's like that in every other
aspect of life, why not in professional sports?
So there you have it, my not-so-hockey league. Crazy
additions to penalty boxes and name changes may not do
the trick, but the money solution will. So, you heard it here
first; Players should not be paid for failures. It takes a plain
and simple (yet complicated) genius-to fix the NHL in 650
words, and that's the bottom line.
Contact Patrick Doney at tpdoney@liberty.edu.

Lynchburg Ford Body Shop

an embarrassing 26 percent in the Big South is to beat
us," said Margeviciute.
on the night.
"We had to come out
"It is one of the focal
strong
against Birmingham
points of the team," said
Southern,"
added Daina
Green. "I was very pleased
with our defense. We take Staugaitiene. "They are a
good team and we had to be
a sense of pride in that."
Unlike
Birmingham prepared."
Leading the way for the
Southern, the Lady Flames
shot the ball very well. Flames were some familiar
Liberty shot a solid 50 per- names. Margeviciute led
all in scoring as she fincent.
Although Liberty has ished with a double-double,
shown its control over the 12 points and 10 rebounds.
Big South in recent years Katie Feenstra added 10
the Flames are cautious not points and four blocks.
to over-look teams like Those four blocks made her
Birmingham Southern. On the Big South's all-time
the right night some of leader in shot blocks.
The win for the Lady
these are teams that are
capable of bringing down Flames gave them their
the giant that is becoming 55th consecutive Big South
MATT TRENT
known as Lady Flames bas- Conference victory and put
DRIBBLE DRIVE—Rima Margevicuite's 12 points and 10 rebounds helped lead
them into the driver's seat
ketball.
the Flames to a win over Birmingham Southern.
"If you don't show up for the conference champi"It was a game in which a anybody can beat you. onship.
By Jesse Houk
Contact Jesse Houk at
lot of players contributed in Because of our current Big
SPORTS REPORTER
a very positive way," said South winning streak, it jlhouk@liberty.edu.
Valentine's Day was no Green. "It resulted in a seems like everyone's goal
distraction for the Lady good road win. It was a
Flames basketball team as tremendous effort; specifithey flat out dominated cally rebounding. I was
Birmingham-Southern 70- really pleased with our
41. Being more than eight team."
hours
away
from
Throughout the season
Lynchburg and the ones there have been three
they love, it would have things that Liberty consisbeen more than a stretch to tently continued to do.
think that the Lady Flames Some may even say that
would have their minds on Liberty's ability to do these
roses and
candlelight things is the keys to their
instead of the game. But success. Liberty has always
senior forward,
Rima rebounded well, defended
Margeviciute set the record the shot well and they also
straight when she jokingly shoot the ball well. Among
said "We love basketball. the 324 teams in women's
college basketball, Liberty
It's our only love."
Liberty wanted to set the ranks near the top in each
pace of the game and jump of those categories. Liberty
on Birmingham Southern is currently second in the
nation in rebounding maras quickly as possible.
"We didn't come out too gin, fifth in defensive fieldstrong against Winthrop goal percentage and 11th in
percentage.
and Asheville in the last shooting
two games so we really Liberty did not stray from
wanted to make it a point to that game plan as they battake charge right away in tled Birmingham Southern.
this
game,"
said
Liberty controlled the
Margeviciute. "We had to boards the entire game.
be focused from the begin- The Flames out-rebounded
ning."
the
Panthers
of
Liberty was focused from Birmingham Southern 55the beginning. They start- 22. The 33 rebounding
ed the game by scoring the advantage was the highest
first nine points and never that the Lady Flames have
looked back.
had for the entire season.
MATT TRENT
Coach Green was excited Liberty continued to force
about the way his players their opponents to shoot NO DOUBT ABOUT IT—Katie Feenstra is leaving little doubt that she deserves yet
performed.
poorly. The Panthers shot another Big South MVP award. Her Lady Flames have won 55 straight conference
games.
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S u p e r s t a r : Blair credits
parents for unusual discipline
Continued from page B1

"I wanted to go to college and I
knew that by putting myself into an
atmosphere like this I would be able
to accomplish my goal," he said. "I
just got lucky that my parents were so
supportive."
Maybe his selfless personality was
a result of his heroes growing up.
Michael Jordan and Magic Johnson
could have a strong effect on someone
who was aspiring to be a great basketball player. But not Larry Blair; he
looked up to Larry and Jessie Blair...
his parents.
"My parents always helped support me as I grew up. They always
wanted to be there for me and my
brothers and sisters."
But what kind of teenager growing
up idolizes their parents? Maybe the
type of person that still declines to say
that he was the Big South MVP in
2004. He believes the officials had
reason for giving High Point's Danny
Gathings the award, even after Gathings recognized Blair as the true MVP.
"Honestly, I don't even think of
myself as the MVP. I was happy to be
on an all-conference team," Blair said.
Academically, Larry also sets himself apart from many other high pro-

file NCAA stars. The same person that
steps on the court against teams as
prolific as Duke, Maryland and Arizona, treats his experience at Liberty
with appreciation, both on the court,
and more importantly, as he says, off
of the court.
"The professors at Liberty are
really dedicated to their students and
that is something thatyou can'tfindat
many other schools in the nation. I
don't take this experience for granted
for one second."
While his personality may win
accolades from friends and faculty,
his talent helps win games. During
last season's championship campaign, Blair averaged 13.2 points per
game, set a school record for a freshman with 437 total points, was the
first Liberty player to be named Big
South Freshman of the Year, was
named to the All-Freshman Team
and named to the All-Conference
team. An amount of accomplishments that could make anyone's head
swell.
By the way, Blair said the managers names are Bobby, Alex, Matt
andRutter.
Contact Brian Chidester at
abchidester@liberty.edu.

Heartbreakers: Basketball wins from
behind once again in conference play
Continued from page B1

"David Dees was unstoppable," said Strickland. "We
had no anecdote for him at all. The only thing that helped
us was when he went out of the game for three or four
minutes to get his ankle taped up."
Dees led the Flames in scoring with 26 points and
missed a career high by one point. Also in on the scoring
act were Glyn Turner and Leo Lightbourne who scored 11
points a piece. Adding in 10 points and playing a big role
off the bench was Evan Risher.
Coastal was led in scoring by Jack Leasure, who had 16
points and was followed by Alvin Green, who had 13
points and Pele Pealay who had 11.
Just three days later, the Flames took their act on the
road as they traveled to VMI. Due to his ankle injury
against Coastal, David Dees was unable to suit up for the
Flames. The Keydets used an impressive shooting performance in the second half as they shot 68.2 percent to
put the Flames away 73-67.
The Flames were paced by senior Brian Woodson, who
had a career high 26 points. Larry Blair chipped in with 18
points. The Keydets were led by Reggie Williams, who finished with 13 points.
Despite losing, the Flames have secured home court
for the first round of the Big South tournament, thanks to
Winthrop defeating Radford on Wednesday night. The
Flames still remain in position to secure the number two
seed in the tournament.
For schedule, stats and more information about
Flames basketball, check out www.LibertyFlames.com.
Contact Andrew Stevens at sastevens@liberty.edu.

ADAM BISHOP

MOVING TO THE BEAT— Liberty introduced its new mascot during halftime of the men's basketball game against Coastal Carolina.

B a s e b a l l : Improve to 3-0 on the season Flames burn Hokies
The Flames pounced on the Pride early in
thefirstinning by jumping out to a 4-0 lead
In the first installment of the best of after loading the bases.
three series at Worthington Stadium, the
Hofstra managed to cut the lead to one
Liberty Flames managed to outlast run in thefifthinning after a single and an
Hofstra University, 10-9, through nine error allowed them to reach base.
innings.
Then in the bottom of the ninth inning, a

Continued from page B1

MICHAEL TROXEL

GOING YARD— Redshirt freshman first baseman Aaron Grijalava hit a home run in his first career at bat at
Liberty. He continued his hot hitting going 2-for-3 against Hofstra in Sunday's 13-3 win for the Flames.

win seemed inevitable for the Flames as they
loaded the bases. However, Hofstra introduced right-hander Jeff Denlea into the
game and he forced an immediate line out to
the shortstop by outfielder Phil John. Chad
Miller then stepped to the plate and battled
the pitcher to a full count. Denlea then sent a
pitch outside to walk the batter and allowed
the Flames to pick up their second straight
win ofthe season.
Liberty would go on to improve to 3-0 on
the season with a dominating 13-3 victory
over Hofstra on Sunday afternoon. Led by
Solbach's extremely impressive seven inning
outing, including a perfect game going into
the fourth inning, the Flames exploded for six
runs in the third inning to continue their
impressive offensive production. Travis
Johnson went two for four with four RBIs,
including a two-run in-the-park home run to
help lead the Flames to the easy win.
The Flames (3-0) will be back on the diamond next against North Carolina A&T in
Greensboro, N.C.
For schedule, stats and more information about Flames baseball, check
out www.LibertyFlames.com.

Track wins championship once again
ByEvanFalat
STORTS REPORTKR

For the seventh time in eight years the
Liberty women's track team won the Big
South Indoor Track and Field
Championships but this past weekend's victory was perhaps the most dramatic victory
ever. Trailing during most of the meet the
Lady Flames hung tough, and thanks to
many gutsy performances came out victorious as they edged Coastal Carolina 176.50 to
173. The men's team also was victorious,
winning their eighth consecutive Big South
Indoor Track and Field Championship,
beating second place VMI 190.5 to 137.

Competing in Blacksburg, the Flames
entered the championships as the favorites
in the men's competition but 30-point
underdogs for the women. The underdog
status did not seem to daunt the Lady
Flames, however, as throughout the meet
several personal bests and top performances were executed by many of the Lady
Flames. These deeds all allowed Liberty to
keep close to Coastal Carolina, who, at
times, held leads between 20 and 30 points.
When the 3,000 meters concluded the Lady
Flames were down by 21 points, 163 to 142,
with only two events remaining. But the
high jump saw the Flames accumulate 24

PURE VALUE.

and a half of the 39 points possible in the
event, and with one event left only a half of
a point separated Liberty from Coastal. The
comeback was near to completion but the
Flames still needed to execute a fast 4x400
meter relay. The championship came down
to which team could beat the other in the
relay. If Coastal beat Liberty they would be
Big South champions for the second year in
a row, while if Liberty was victorious they
would reclaim the title they had owned for
six years before Coastal beat them last year.
Please see TRACK AND FIELD, page B4

By Michael Troxel
SPORTS REPORTER

Hockey fans were out en masse Friday night to watch Liberty
take on Virginia Tech. The line at the sold out Ice Station
stretched around the corner as many were left out in the cold.
They had no clue what they would be missing.
The game against Tech was the last home game for seven seniors on the Flames squad. Jeff Smale, Josh Pearce, Jeremy Leary,
Joe Bellew, Jim Bellew, Paul MacDonald and Scott LaPeer would
be saying goodbye to the fans that faithfully supported them for
their college careers. Freshman Chris Pearce would get to play
one game for Liberty with his older brother Josh, and after four
years, the Bellews would be playing their last home game together. The seniors didn't disappoint.
Josh Pearce scored 2:42 into the game and the fans on the
upper deck started chanting "Way too easy." It was. Joe Bellew
added a second goal 2:03 later. More chants came.
Less than 50 seconds later Tristan Chambers flicked a shot
over Marc Dudzinski'srightshoulder and into the back of the net.
Just eight seconds later MacDonald made it 4-0.
The Flames pushed the lead to 6-0 on goals by Pearce and
Smale. The Hokies only managed two shots in the first period and
Josh Pearce got his hat-trick just 0:30 into the second period.
MacDonald added two more to make it 9-0. Jake Klaus added
another. The hockey version of the slaughter rule took effect as
the clock began to run continuously.
The Hokies must have taken offense at the 11th goal of the
gamewhen Eric Constanzo got in one the fun. Play started to get
dirty and after one too many Hokie cheap shots, Scott LaPeer and
Joey Peters scrapped with Tech players in front of the LU fans.
They both got sentoff , but not before the fans showed their appreciation.
Paul MacDonald put the exclamation point on the massacre as
he scored unassisted from a face-off, beating two Tech defenders
and then the hapless HoMe goalie in a stunning display of hockey
prowess. At the end of the second period, it was 12-0 and Virginia
Tech had only four shots on goal for the game.
In the third, goals by Leary and Porter made it 14-0. The previous night MacDonald told his team that he wanted to win by 15.
They needed one to make it happen so P-Mac made it happen
with hisfifthgoal of the night.
The team plays at the University of Pittsburgh for the
University Hockey League Playoffs on Saturday and Sunday this
week. They will then stay on the road for the rest of the week as
they go to the ACHA National Tournament at Oakland University
in Michigan, which runs March 1-5.
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Softball preview: Freshmen need to step up
By Jesse Houk
SPORTS RKPORIT.R

All of the hours spent weight training and working on drills will
finally pay off. The Liberty Flames softball team is excited about the
possibilities of this young, yet very talented group of ladies. They
have shown their capabilities during the fall season. It was a fall season where the Flames went 5-2. The highlight and the most exciting part of the fall season was when the Flames beat the University
of Virginia in the championship game of the Holde Fall Classic with
a last inning three-ran homerun by Tiffany Johnson.
This team, although comprised of over 75 percent underclassmen, play with great team chemistry, a chemistry beyond their
years of playing together. Softball is a sport that requires teammates to be on the same page at all times. With the bases closer
than they are in baseball, reaction time is faster. If the ball is misplayed by the slightest bit, it could be the difference between "safe"
and "out." All ladies must be clicking.
"In female sports, chemistry is extremely important," said Head
Coach Paul Wetmore. "I like our team chemistry."
Wetmore is heading into his 12th season as head coach of the
Flames softball team. The fact that he is the winningest head coach
in Liberty softball history speaks for itself. He has recently had great
success. At one point in his career, Wetmore had five consecutive
30-win seasons.
Following a sub-par season with a record of 19-44, Wetmore is
very excited about the potential of the team.
"We are going to be a much improved team," said Wetmore. "No
question about it. We have a better offense, better defense, stronger
pitching and even though it's not at the depth that we want, we are
more experienced."
Senior second baseman Cassie Campbell (Sr Madison Height,
Virginia) agrees with Wetmore in his prediction that this year will
be better than last year.

"I think this team is a lot better," said Campbell. "In the past we
have either had a lot of people quit or we have been plagued by
injury. We have a lot of talent this year and I just hope we can stay
away from the injuries. I think it's our best team since I've been
here."
The Flames worked hard to address a very important issue that
hurt them in the 2004 season: the lack of offense. The Flames were
shut out 20timeslast year. Wetmore hopes to see a stronger offensive team, but thinks that he has a good balance of offense and
defense.
"I would like to think that we are more offensive-minded this
year because of the frustration we had last year. I still think we have
a strong defense. I feel good about the infield. I feel good about the
outfield."
With only two seniors on the team Campbell realizes the importance of the underclassmen to step up. It would be impossible for
the two seniors and two juniors on the team to carry the entire load.
"We have some upperclassmen that are leaders, but it's not
always have a leader assigned. I think a lot of people are going to
have to step up. Everyone is going to have to contribute."
Wetmore is as well excited about the leadership and talent that
the freshman bring to the table.
"I am very comfortable with our young team," said Wetmore.
"We've got Shannon McCain coming in from California and is going
to be our starting centerfielderas a freshman. She's a great player.
She has a tremendous arm, great range. She is going to have an outstanding year."
He also points to the impact that transfer and also freshman
Jessica Moore will make on the team.
"Jessica Moore is a transfer that came in from Charlotte,"
Wetmore said. "She very well could be one of the best players we've
ever had here. She's a shortstop. She drives the ball and hits homeruns. Last year in the Conference USA she lead her team in homeruns, stolen bases and RBI's. We played five games in the Tech

tournament and she had three home runs. Well have Moore as the
lead-off with the idea that she'll be on base a high percentage of the
time. Then we have a good number two hitter and then three people in a row that can hit for power."
Wetmore is also excited about another freshman.
"Ashley Williams, a freshman is going to play a big part on our
team. We are going to have a lot of freshmen out there that we
expect big production out of."
With offense being the offseason focus, some may wonder about
the pitching and the defense. If there were any areas that the
Flames are vulnerable it would probably be the pitching. Not
because the pitcher are not effective pitchers, but because the pitching rotation doesn't go very deep. Wetmore says his only concern
for the season is the pitching depth. Although he is cautious of his
pitching depth, he has all the confidence in the world in his two
main pitchers.
"Our number one pitcher is Sarah Swor. She had 13 wins last
year. She had the ability to win 20 games and that was as a freshman. And Terra (Lowe), coming back with another year of experience is going to do a very good job at number two."
The importance of a student body that is supportive is sometimes underestimated. Wetmore realizes the impact a loud crowd
can have
"The student body definitely helps and the girls love it,"
Wetmore said. "They might not say it, but when they look up in the
stands and they see people up there they get excited about it."
The season is going to be a very draining season. At one point
the Flames will play 12 games within ten days. The team will battle
teams like Tennessee, North Carolina, North Carolina State and
Texas Tech. But despite the difficult schedule on the menu, this
softball will be focused and are destined to have a good season.
Contact Jesse Houk atjlhouk@liberty.edu.

I n d o o r t r a c k a n d f i e l d : Another championship for LU
Continued from page B3

The men's competition was not
nearly as close as the women's, but
still provided plenty of top performances, especially in the distance
events. The Liberty distance crew
won every distance event and had at
least two finishers in the top five of
every distance event. Leading the
way was freshman sensation Josh
McDougal who won the 3,000
meters, placed second in the mile,
and anchored the winning distance
medley relay team. In the 3,000
meters McDougal set a new conference record with a time of 8:01.73
and lapped the entire field of runners, while in the mile he set the early

pace before letting teammate Dan
Rabe win so that Rabe could qualify
in for the IC4A Championships. Rabe
won the mile in a time of 4:16.72 and
also placed seventh in the 800
meters. In the 800 meters Chris
Lyons edged out teammate Travis
Campbell at the tape in what was by
far the closest race of the day. Only
one-hundredth of a second separated
the two as Lyons won in a time of
1:54.48 to Campbell's 1:54.49. Junior
Evan Falat won the 5000 meters in a
time of 14:45.19 as he battled with
High Point's Derek Nakluski for most
of the race before putting in a surge
with 800 meters to go and winning
by eleven seconds. In the same race
freshman Clint Jackson finished

third and Drew Ponder was fifth,
both setting new personal bests.
Later in the day Falat ran the 3000
meters and finished fifth in a time of
8:45.83.
In the conference awards Flames
head coach Brant Tolsma was named
the coach of the year for both the men
and women, while Dani McNaney
and Evan Falat were named to their
respective conference All-Academic
teams. McNaney also was named the
Big South Indoor Track and Field
Scholar Athlete of the Year.
The Flames return to action
this coming Saturday as they host the
PHOTO PROVIDED
Liberty Last-Chance at the newly
constructed Brant Tolsma Track CHAMPS AGAIN— Liberty's indoor track and field celebrate their eighth consecutive Big
South Conference championship. The men beat VM1190.5-137 to win the title.
Center.
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Life!

flopg and Isovg
From the Liberty Godparent Home
By Emily Scheck
U FBI REPORTER

The Beginning
Deep lines etch along her brow as she
visibly organizes her thoughts. Finally,
she speaks.
"If I fail at everything I do, and she
leaves with nothing more than her relationship with Christ, she will do well."
Confronted daily by life's harsh realities, 49-year-old Debbie Musselman
has devoted her time to enhancing the
lives of others. A resident caseworker at
the Liberty Godparent Home (LGH),
Debbie has spent the last two years
offering hope and love to girls society
has otherwise rejected.
"I usually come in between 7:30 and
8 a.m.," the trim blonde explains. "I
spend time talking with the girls as
they eat their breakfast.. .then I go up to
my office to prepare for my sessions.
The rest of the day consists of individual sessions where we discuss first and
foremost their relationship with God."
Driven to "change one life and save
another through sharing the gospel of
Jesus Christ," the Liberty Godparent
Foundation (LGF) began as a crisis
pregnancy center.
Founded on Jan. 22, 1982, by Dr.
Jerry Falwell, LGF offered services
ranging from free pregnancy testing to
pre- and post- abortion counseling.
The community's overwhelmingly positive response created a pressing need
for childcare facilities and a maternity
home - so in 1983, the Liberty Godparent Home was created.

f

The Program

The light in Debbie's eyes twinkles as
she speaks of events from earlier in the
day.
"Dr. Falwell came over for the placement we had today."
Pausing as she glances at the papers
strewn across her desk, Debbie speaks
of the unwed mother who finalized her
child's adoption that morning.
"She has developed a strong support
system at LGH. To see how she's come
so far, well...it was emotionally
exhausting!"
Working hand in hand with crisis
pregnancy centers, LGH offers girls
with unplanned pregnancies, ages 13 to
24, a place to live and learn while
awaiting their due date. Nestled in the
Blue Ridge Mountains, LGH can
accommodate 12 expecting mothers at
a time.
"Usually when one girl has her baby
and leaves, we already have another
one ready to come," Debbie said.
With the desire to mature personally,
emotionally and spiritually while
securing a safe and healthy environment for their unborn baby, girls come
to LGH desiring to change. An initial
phone screening is conducted, after
which the young woman visits the Liberty Godparent Home, where she
speaks with program supervisors and
receives a tour of the facilities. Upon
acceptance, each girl works with a
counselor to write out a plan for her
future life.
"Parent's play a critical role in our

JEREMY STEPHENS

LENDING A HAND — Employees of the Liberty Godparent Home are packing up Newsletters

success," Debbie explains. Without and her relationship with Jesus Christ.
parental support many young women
"It's more of a motherly-type counfind it financially unrealistic to keep seling," Debbie said, vaguely describing
their children. Additionally, parents the intimate, family-like interactions
can help their offspring come to terms that build strong, personal bonds.
with their mistakes while mentally and
Kept on a structured schedule, girls
spiritually maturing.
living at LGH attend classes in the
In addition to prayer and support morning and afternoon. High school
from outside the home, girls at LGH juniors and seniors work to earn their
attend daily counseling sessions with GED while college-aged girls enroll in
Debbie, as well as group counseling the Distance Learning Program at Libonce a week. During private counseling erty University. Upon finishing their
each girl discusses her history and cur- time at LGH, girls can enroll full time
rent situation, her plans for the future at Liberty - tuition, room and board is
covered.
Afternoon classes range from
courses on parenting, to adoption and
decision-making. In deciding whether
to parent or place their child, each
young woman receives a full education
on the pro's and cons of either option.
Girl's who choose parenting attend
in a Reality Parenting course, during
which they go into homes through out
Lynchburg, and experience motherhood firsthand. Many of the girls, coming from neglectful or abusive homes,
do not understand how a mother
should behave and therefore do not
know what to expect. By observing and
working with these families, the girls
are given a glimpse of what their life
will soon be like.

The Misconception
Pressing her lips together, Debbie
tilts her head to the side as she co templates her next words.
"Many people in the community
hold a common misconception about
the Godparent Home. Too many
young women are told that we require
girls to place their children up for
adoption. That is not the case at all."
MATT TRENT

Please see GODPARENT HOME, Page B7

OFFERING HOPE — The Liberty Godparent Home gives young expecting mothers a way to prepare for the responsibilities having a child will involve.

Dining at Faria's Twin Oaks
with Natalie Mayer

MATT TRENT

FINE DINING IN BEDFORD — Faria's Twin Oaks offers affordable fine dining
that will fit even a college student s budget.

It's home to one of the
largest oak trees in Bedford.
But beyond its front yard, this
house turned restaurant
offers a dining experience to
savor.
In mid January, Faria's
Twin Oaks put out its door
mat and welcomed the community to be apart of its dinner table.
The home, which at one
time was a bed and breakfast,
is now operated by Executive
Chef Kevin Faria. Faria previously was the head chef at
other prominent country
clubs including Piedmont
Country Club.
Over the Valentine's Day

weekend, I took my valentine
out to enjoy a delightful
evening at the new restaurant. As we walked through
the front door, the place was
dimly lit by a fire in a stonewall fireplace. Our hostess
walked us through the large,
woodfloorgreat room and sat
us at our table clothed with
linen and numerous utensils.
One lone rose stood in a glass
vase with a lit oil lantern next
to it. A balcony overlooked
our dinner area where the
banquet room was located.
As I glanced around at the
mouthwatering and attractive
fare at the neighboring tables,
1 took a big gulp. 1 feared that
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a college student's wallet
might not cut it for this elegant dining. As I opened the
menu, I breathed a sigh of
relief.
For starters, shrimp cocktail, oysters on the half shell
and balsamic portabella were
all available for under $7.
The evening's soup was a She
Crab Bisque for $3.50 a bowl.
When our server arrived, we
ordered our soft drinks and a
bowl of the soup special to
share.

Please see TWIN OAKS, Page B7

confronting
tim da I to n
I've decided to reason out
a question I've pondered
many times but can't pick a
winner. Is cold or hot
weather more bearable?
With the area's recent confusing weather I thought it
would be a great time to confront this issue. I remember
last summer running around
in the heat and praying for a
cold shower. I also remember walking to class in the
winter and praying for the
sun to come out.
There was one particular
day last summer that was
extremely hot. I'll guess it
was around 35 degrees Celsius, which if I'm not mistaken is somewhere between
melting and spontaneous
dehydration on the Fahrenheit scale. So being the problem solver that I am, I began
looking for a way to cope
with the heat.
Of course, option one is to
forget outdoor activities,
crank up the AC in the house
and spend the evening sleeping through Judge Judy and
Oprah. But I like tans and
don't mind a healthy sweat
so well scratch that one.
Option two was to take a
towel, drop it in ice water
and wrap it around my head.
Someone once told me that
hot weather and cold things
on your head are a good way
to go into shock. I pondered
just how bad that could be.
Which is worse anyway,
going into shock or having a
heatstroke?
I thought about pulling a
sprinkler beside the driveway but playing basketball
on wet pavement seems like
a shattered kneecap in the
making. Besides, myjumper
needs a little work and a wet
ball would destroy my shooting percentage.
Obviously, you can not
remove but so many items of
clothing before the neighbors feel the need to invite
the police to the neighborhood. Depending on how
long I'm outside I'd rather
keep my shirt on anyway.
When I was a kid ... when I
was a younger kid, my family
used to go to a water park
once or twice a summer. In
an odd twist, I was sunburned once or twice a summer so bad that sitting back
in a chair was a calculated
maneuver.
As for cold weather, I've
become accustom to wearing six layers of clothes. I
remember my uncle telling
me at the beginning of last
summer, "It looks like you
have lost some weight." He
had not seen me since
Christmas when the weather
was still suited for polar
bears. At the time, I thought
he may be right. Before I
told my Subway success
story, I realized it was probably the lack of layers that
made me look 10 pounds
lighter.
I own a ski jacket, many
sweaters, thick gloves and
thermal socks. Cold weather
would need a bazooka to
penetrate my armor. The
only problem is the time is
takes to get outside or get off
the extra clothing before I
am in a full sweat.
The fact is, I can put on
enough clothes to stay reasonably warm during winter.
Yet, I cannot seem to take
enough off to stay cool in
summer. So as far I'm concerned, hot weather is the
hardest weather to cope with.
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Sixty-six years old and still learning
Violet Neeley is a freshman here at Liberty University
By Brit Engbrecht

As a five-year-old girl Violet
asked .Jesus into her heart. Her
I.II-K! RKPORTKR
Sunday school teacher, Ms.
Most college freshmen are McFarland, told her that she
fresh out of high school. They needed to confess her sins
are young and accustomed to before the Lord and ask Him
studying notes and under- into her heart. Violet confessed
standing lectures. However, to stealing a pack of gum from
there are no limits to the age the store. Even at such an early
that a person can continue his age she said she was able to
or her education. At least, if know that "we all make misthere is, no one informed one takes." After accepting Christ
of Liberty's oldest students. into her life, Violet described
Violet Neeley is a freshman at feelings of emptiness. The folLiberty. She is 66 years young. lowing day Dr. Wilber Chap"I love my life and I live it to man, her pastor at Park Temthe fullest for the Lord," said ple visited her home and made
sure Violet knew who Jesus
Violet.

"Family is really important healed her from that heartwas. She surely did and has
to me. I don't want to be break and led her on a path of
been living for Him since.
Violet was born and raised in ashamed (2 Timothy 2:15)," serving him.
Violet attended Sydney
Houston, Texas. She was Violet wrote in her entrance
Lanier
Junior High. She played
brought up in a strong Christ- essay to Liberty.
trumpet
and French horn in the
Although Violet's family
ian home. Her father was a
band.
She
expressed her enjoyjudge and her mother was a loved the Lord, that did not
ment
of
music
and was even a
shield
them
from
tragedy.
On
seamstress. Violet was the oldest of four. She had three the way to church one morning background singer on Steve
Violet's brother Cyril was killed Green's "Proclaim the Glory"
brothers, Cyril, Paul and Jay.
Growing up she was a happy when he was 16 years old. He (Festival of Praise). She
child. Her grandparents lived was riding his motor scooter attended Lamar High School,
with her family. She played and was passing on the wrong but struggled scholastically.
games and make believe with side ofa car pulling into traffic, She disliked math and English.
her brothers. Even though they and was hit head on by a trac- She took the GED in 1978.
Violet is studying to become
weren't allowed, they liked tor trailer. This was very hard
going to the movies to see on Violet, but she has trusted a ministry counselor. She has
the Lord and persevered. He lived in Virginia for the past 22
Tarzan and Superman.

MATT TRENT

SIXTY-SIX YEARS YOUNG — Violet Neeley has lived an interesting life. She is committed to doing God's will while she studies here at Liberty University. She is studying to be a ministry counselor.

years. She has a bachelor's
degree in theology from Capital
Baptist Institute in Annandale,
Va. (1998). She says she has
inherited her mother's gift of
hospitality and her father's gift
for showing the love of Christ
through
loving
people.
Although starting over is not
easy, Violet has been able to
find a place here in Lynchburg
to serve the Lord. She attends
Thomas Road Baptist Church
and enjoys looking out her
apartment window at the beautiful view of which God has
blessed her with.
Violet said, "I know I am
washed in the blood of
Jesus...He bought me with his
precious blood and I am forever
in his keeping."
Throughout her life Violet
has been on missions trips to
Russia as well as Israel.
She has worked on an assembly line at an oil related manufacturing company making precision capacitors and other
equipment for the oil fields in
Texas. She also worked on
equipment used for the Houston Space Program. She has
sold Mary Kay products and
jewelry. She presently sells
clothing on the weekends. In
her spare time she likes to sew
and paint on tile. She also
enjoys singing and spending
time with her daughter Lanelle.
While at Liberty, God has
blessed Violet with the finances
to help stay in school, a car and
a computer. She rests in the
Lord's promises and knows
that she has a future and a calling to serve him. As Violet continues to learn at Liberty, she is
staying focused on her passion
for the Lord by using the gifts
she inherited from her parents.
When asked what she would
like to tell fellow students, she
said, "Trust the Lord, hang on,
and pray a lot. Prayer is the
key."

ONE SPECIAL WEEKEND.
ONE LIFE-CHANGING DECISION.
i

REGENT UNIVERSITY PREVIEW WEEKEND
MARCH
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"Regent University's
superior Preview Weekend
showcases an obviously
outstanding institution.
I've been to a number oj
unpus previews and I can't
think of one that compares
to Regent University."

17-19, 2005

-

For over 25 years. Regent University has equipped thousands of Christian leaders with the
life-changing professional training and character development they needed to succeed. O u r
graduates include CEOs and teachers, state senators and counselors, judges and missionaries,
entrepreneurs and media practitioners, and many other successful professionals. Determine
your own path to success during Regent University Preview Weekend.

Here's what you'll experience:
• A comprehensive overview of Regent and the graduate program(s) of your interest
• Opportunities to meet students and alumni with goals similar to yours
• Personal access to our distinguished deans and faculty
• A tour of our beautiful, Georgian-Style campus
-Preview Weekend Attendee
• A complete review of financial assistance

Business • Communication & the Arts • Divinity • Education
Government • Law • Leadership Studies • Psychology & Counseling
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Twins Oaks: Romantic dining
Continued from Page B5

MATT TRENT

Godparent Home: Helps young mothers
Continued from B5

Yet trends indicate a need for adoption
services. According to Lifeline Children's Services, openness about and acceptance of
adoption is steadily increasing.
Teamed up with Family Life Services (FLS),
a state-licensed adoption agency, LGH provides its residents with adoption counseling
and careful placement of each child. Through
careful study and preparation, prospective
homes are examined to determine which family will provide the proper care for each
unborn baby. FLS works with these youthful
mothers as they experience the agony of their
self-sacrificing decisions to place their children in Christian adoptive homes.
However, the Godparent Home has no
adoption requirements. Girls who desire to
mother their children must attend classes on
parenting and child rearing, while working to
fulfill the plan they established on coming to
LGH. With the promise of parental assistance
following conception, LGH helps these young
girls prepare for the new life awaiting them.

The Two Sides
Sadly, nothing in this life is perfect.
"We've had two of our girls get arrested and
lose their babies within the last few months,"
Debbie says as she stares at the floor. "It's
impossible to look in their eyes and know
what's really behind their tough, independent
demeanor."

Emotionally devastated when a girl leaves
LGH with a plan for her life that stands very
little chance of success, Debbie cherishes her
time with the LGH staff and residents. With a
diverse workforce that offers a variety of personalities and gifts, each member contributes
to the girl's life changing decisions.
Thoughtfully reflecting upon LGH and its
personal impact upon her life, Debbie finds
herself at a loss for words. Moments pass as
she wades through the experiences and lessons learned.
"I've found that no matter what the income
level, socioeconomic status or background of a
young woman...you can never really known
why they do the things they do. To look past
your first impressions, to empathize with
their pain...that's where life's true lesson's
are."
A program that relies on support solely
from individuals, churches and organized
fundraisers, LGH has potential for growth
and expansion. Desiring to overcome the
communities' misconceptions, the Liberty
Godparent Home continues to enrich the
lives of countless unwed mothers.
Praised by its founder, Dr. Jerry Falwell,
"The Liberty Godparent Home has been, for
23 years, a haven of life and love for unwed
mothers and unborn children. Since this
Christian response to the 'culture of death' is
free to all and is a better way than the world
offers, God has allowed us to save many
mothers and babies from the barbarism of
abortion and its consequences."

The thin homemade soup
was tasty with the small crab
pieces at the bottom of the
bowl.
While many items appealed
to my appetite as I surfed over
the menu, the description of
one entree caught my attention. "Eight ounce filet seasoned in fresh herbs, charbroiled and topped with a Bordelaise sauce and roasted
shiitake mushrooms."
My boyfriend wanted to try
something new and went for
the Virginia Style Crab Cakes
with the chefs specialty sauce.
We also added lobster tails for
$6 a tail.
Both of our entries came
with two sides: a starch and a
mixed vegetable with zucchini
and squash as well as the
house salad. For $2 more, I
upgraded my house salad for
their Greek Salad.
Neither of us "were disappointed with our salads. The
Greek salad was bulging with
numerous olives, feta cheese
and tasty, homemade vinaigrette. The traditional house
salad consisted of a spring mix
lettuce with very fresh tomatoes, cucumbers and croutons.
As we waited in anticipation
for our feast to arrive, our
friendly waitress continued to
serve us dinner rolls andfillup
our drinks.
When the moment finally
arrived to dive into our meals,
we almost didn't dare due to
the beauty in the food's presentation. We overcame that
thought quickly and enjoyed
each bite. Though not large in
size, the tender filet nearly
melted in my mouth while the
shiitake mushroom and sauce
added just the perfect hint of

flavor. I couldn't believe I was
enjoying such a fancy meal for
such a modest price of $19.95.
The large lobster tail was fresh,
juicy and worth every extra
penny.
After we concluded our
delightful dinners, Manager
Steve Stepp stopped by to see
how our food had tasted.
Stepp, a seasoned veteran of
the restaurant business,
shared his goal of the new
restaurant.
. "I want people to come in
and dine, not just eat a meal,"
Stepp said.
"The style of food here is different than any other [style] in
the Lynchburg area."
Though the style and atmosphere were definitely different
than casual dining restaurants, the prices were reasonably less than any other fine
dining.
The most expensive item on
the menu is $22.95. Though it
may be the highest priced

item, the Split Rack of Lamb
with Roasted Garlic and Rosemary Tomato Concasse has
already proven to be a house
favorite.
Besides evening dining,
Twin Oaks is also available for
small banquets, conferences,
and rehearsal dinners of up to
35 to 40 people. "The view
from the banquet room offers
a beautiful scene of the peaks
during sunset." Stepp said.
Twin Oaks also has Norm's
Grille in the downstairs basement. The small basement
offers a pool table in a quiet
environment.
For college students who
must keep an eye on where
they spend their money, yet
want to enjoy fine dining,
Twin Oaks offers the tasty food
in a beautiful environment for
a
reasonable
price.
For reservations or for more
information about their banquet facilities, contact Twin
Oaks at 534-6046.
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Getting help getting into shape
Fellow students help as personal trainers
By Joy Abbott

LIFE! REPORTER

The rhythmic bouncing of basketballs on the courts competes
with the steady pounding of feet
on the treadmills. The steady
breathing is interrupted only
when people grab their water bottles. Walking into the gym for the
first time can be intimidating. The
selection of cardio and weight
machines can be overwhelming for
those who do not have any previous experience in the gym. That is
why the LaHaye Student Center
now offers personal trainers.
The Liberty Web page outlines
the student trainer program. The
trainers work with three different

levels of exercisers. They will work
with those who have no experiences, those who need new motivation and those who are training
for a particular goal.
Though the trainers each have
his or her own approach and program, most of them will have you
fill out medical paper work and
other forms on the first day. After
that, they will have you set personal fitness goals. The student trainers are Liberty students who meet
with individuals or groups of students on a weekly basis.
Rachel Mayian, a junior exercise
science major, works as a personal
trainer. She meets with eight girls
both individually and in pairs.

Working with a trainer on his or
her own gets him or her more oneon-one attention; however, working with a buddy gives motivation.
"You have someone to talk to you.
It's a motivator, some one else
going through the pain with you,"
said Mayian
Mayian meets with the group
three times a week. She has them
alternate cardio and weight lifting.
Her goal it to get them in shape
and well toned. She also discusses
diet with them. She doesn't want
them to go on a diet but to make
health and fitness a lifestyle for
the girls she works with. To
Mayian, fitness is about more then
getting skinny or losing weight.

"My goal is to make fitness part of
their life, not just something that
makes them skinny. I want them
to lose the weight the right way,"
said Mayian.
Talking to Mayian it is clear that
working with these girls is something she is passionate about. "I
love helping the girls feel better
about themselves. I love hearing
that their pants are getting looser," she said.
To get more information or to
contact a personal trainer check
out the LaHaye Student Center
link on the Student Life Web page.
There is currently a waitlist for
meeting with a personal trainer.
The staff at the student center is

working on a new program that
will allow trainers to work with
more individuals. However, nothing is finalized at this moment.
For those who are currently on
the waitlist, but want to start
working out now, Mayian has a
few tips.
—Subscribe to a health magazine
—Mix cardio and weight lifting.
—Work out for at least 20 minutes.
—Alternate the muscles you
work. Don't work the same muscles two days in a row.
—Make sure you stretch afterwards

February 22-March 1
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Ladies International Cafe @ 3 p.m.
Dr. Terry Mortenson (Answers in
Genesis) O 7 p.m.
International Missions Reception @
8:30 p.m.
True Worshippers @ 7 p.m.
The Life & Times of Frederick Douglass @ 7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. High Point 0
2 p.m.
Men's Baseball vs. Bucknell @ noon
Men's Baseball vs. Bucknell @ 1 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs. Winthrop Q
7 p.m.
Men's Baseball vs. JMU @ 2:30 p.m.

L cnrct
DH1114
DH1113
DeMoss
Grand Lobby
CN 1500
DH1113
Vines Center .
Baseball Field
Baseball Field
Vines Center
Baseball Field
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Friday April 8th VINES CENTER!
Don't miss the hottest tour of 2005!
Ticket Sales start Wednesday February 23rd after Convocation
Special Liberty Student price of $10 (a $9.50 savings)

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE!!
(the first 200 get $24.50 Artist Circle floor seats for just $10!)
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